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Arts

Anonymous - Informatiekunde
“I am struggling a bit with particular subjects, especially now that all of the contact is
through the internet. That is a real struggle and I really hope I will be able to get a
good grade on my exams and resit. Especially the last one I really stress about
because I really want to get my bsa this year.”

Anonymous - Information Science
“Normally a BSA would not give me any stress at all. I'm used to work under some
pressure. But nowadays since everything is done online I feel like there is not much
support from the teachers. You can't easily go to a teacher and ask some things in
class, which is what really helps me, some personal guidance. So this year the BSA
actually gives me loads of stress…”

Anonymous - Informatiekunde
“Online lessen zijn veel moeilijker om actief bij te blijven dan wanneer een docent
werkelijk voor je neus het uit staat te leggen in een collegezaal en als je iets niet
snapt is het heel veel fijner om dit in het echt te kunnen vragen. Heel veel
eerstejaars hebben door online onderwijs een studie achterstand opgelopen wat
zorgt voor heel veel stress en heel veel studenten hebben het mentaal al erg moeilijk
door de omstandigheden en daarom zou het verlagen van het bsa fijn zijn.”

Anonymous - Informatiekunde
“Naar mijn mening heeft de corona crisis zeker een negatief effect op het behalen
van je BSA. Alles gaat nu even anders en studeren is daar geen uitzondering op.
Studeren in deze tijd is niet hetzelfde als "normaal" en ik denk dat er daarom ook
een aangepast BSA moet komen. Bovendien ben ik ook van mening dat het BSA dit
jaar nog meer stress oplevert, wat de meeste studenten nu echt niet kunnen
gebruiken.”

Anonymous - Information Science
“I myself am not experiencing any troubles with studying or stress about the BSA.
Although, students around are having difficult times. I see them struggling with the
assignments and getting bad grades.”

Emiel - Informatiekunde
“This is my first year with online studying. I really find it difficult to get motivated when
I am at home. Since it is new you have to find a way in it, and for that I think it is fair
enough to reduce the 45pts BSA.”

Anonymous - Media Studies
“Seems unnecessary to keep it. Especially because students this year had to deal
with a fully online year, whereas last year it was only a few months. At this point it
makes no sense to be this strict, as students this year have been dealing with
COVID way longer than students last year”

Anonymous - Media Studies
“It has been pretty overwhelming to start a study mostly online, having to do a lot of
study on my own without any experience. For that reason, the BSA seems unfair.”
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Anonymous - Media Studies
“This year has been extremely difficult, and it’s only the halfway point. Between
traveling in and out of the county (when I can) for family emergencies and then
quarantining the stress has been unbelievable. It has taken a massive hit to my
mental health as stress has reached new levels. Without getting to see friends and
family and being trapped on your own for the first time ever it has been so hard to
keep motivation and spirit for university - and I know this applies to so many of my
peers.”

Anonymous - Media Studies
“To be honest I don’t feel like being a student or being at a university at all. The
amount of online teaching is so low that I have 4 days in the week off and 3 days
with university, two of those three days have an amount of a 90 minute seminar. So
Basically nothing. It was fine in the first weeks but with the lockdown and everything
does it get hard to stay persistent in this time because there is no schedule that
gives you a routine. Despite the fact that I’m handling it good for myself, do I know
from a lot of fellow students that they not only struggle with studying rather than with
their mental health in those times.
A reduction  of the tuition fees would also be justifiable because we are not having
any advantages or alternative options  from our university in these times besides
some useless Instagram posts.”

Melissa - Media Studies
“I think that studying in times of COVID is very hard, because everything is online.
Sometimes the lectures don’t get recorded properly, which is very frustrating
because sometimes my wifi does not work so I can’t follow our lecture. I also think it
is harder to have contact with the teachers, because you can’t stay a bit longer after
class to ask them additional questions/help for specific things, like how to format
things right. I also feel like the social aspect would really help in a way of comparing
your work with other students to see how we would have to cite or make a question.
This makes studying for me way harder and makes it for me more difficult. I think
that the BSA would be unfair to students who are also struggling with these
difficulties and fail their classes because of these things out of their control.”

Christiaan - Media Studies
“The BSA this year feels like a source of a lot of stress. With the course being online
in its entirety I feel that I have less impact and control over how my year will go. I'm
unable to physically talk to professors or classmates to help out, the quality of the
course is wifi dependent and studying itself has been more difficult with public study
places not being open. The BSA is a general standard based on a regular program
without taking into account our current restrictions in all aspects. If the programs
change due to a crisis I feel this standard should change with it.”

Anonymous - Media Studies
“It's given me even more stress since I had some mental health issues with anxiety
and trouble relaxing and the BSA has given me even more unnecessary stress.”
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Anonymous - International Relations and International Organizations
“The IRIO programme in general is already pressuring and the BSA definitely is
adding to that. My next exam weeks are determining whether or not I have to quit
before March in order to not get a negative BSA. I really do not want to quit the
programme and hope BSA will be gone again this year”

Myrthe - International Relations and International Organizations
“The BSA has given me a lot more stress. The online learning is super stressful and
the BSA just adds up to that. I would really like the BSA to be canceled.”

Anonymous - International Relations and International Organizations
“It gives me a lot more stress. I understand you have to pass your courses but I
really think the pandemic had decreased the quality of our education and for me, but
also for other students, is that something we worry about in relations with the bsa”

Anonymous - International Relations and International Organizations
“I hope the BSA will be cancelled this year. My grandfather died of Corona and my
mother was diagnosed with a tumor pressing on her spine, but due to covid her
surgery was postponed. She is now unable to walk which has resulted in me doing a
lot of work around the house while my father has to work. You can understand how
this all has affected my academic performance. I enjoy my courses and obviously
want to pass. If there are no BSA requirements it would take a lot of pressure of my
shoulders.”

Anonymous - International Relations and International Organizations
“It just adds pressure in this already strange time, and I feel that everyone suffers
from it”

Anonymous - International Relations and International Organizations
“I find it quite stressful thus far because of the BSA we need to achieve. The fact that
we have to do exactly the same as previous years is logical but odd because we are
all sitting alone or with a couple of roommates but I am finding it hard to think of
anything else but getting those 45 points. I personally do not see a lot of people
anymore and this is hard for me. I have also heard from other people that they are
struggling mentally because they are international students who do not get to see
their family, that must be hard in a new country where you do not know a lot of
people.”

Anonymous - International Relations and International Organizations
“In my opinion it’s very stressful for us as students given the fact that we need to
pass the bsa without (in my case) even having spent 1 single minute at the university
building so far. I think the expectations of us as students are too high as we are
expected to deliver optimal performances with online lectures and seminars.”

Willem - International Relations and International Organizations
“Normally, i would say that the BSA helps to ensure the quality of the students that
graduate the program. However, this year has been a rough one for me and for a lot
of other students as well. The lack of social interactions have taken a mental toll on
first years. Because the BSA gives students extra stress and anxiety, I think that the
RUG should follow other courses and remove the BSA this year.”
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Kick - International Relations and International Organizations
“The pandemic has lowered the quality of education we receive and limited our
ability to have access to proper work spaces. furthermore, we experience social
isolation, grief and anxiety over our financial instability. Despite all of this, we are
expected to perform like it is a normal academic year. The stress of the BSA has
been weighing heavy on me and I feel that is it fair to cancel or lower the BSA to
compensate and acknowledge the hardships of this year.”

Laura - Nederlandse taal en cultuur
“Geen stress op dit moment, maar vraag me af hoe haalbaar een BSA is als je
online college moet volgen (ivm concentratie, informatieoverdracht)”

Emma - International Relations and International Organization
“Being a first year right now is harder that I could have ever imaged.  Apart from
University being more demanding than everything I’ve done before (which was to be
expected and is not the problem) the last few months have taken a major toll on my
mental health.  It’s very frustrating not to be able to concentrate fully on lectures or
seminars when having them online, even though I’m very interested in the things I
should be learning. The online environment leaves me feeling very isolated and
unmotivated, the lack of human interaction is the worst, because I don’t feel like I am
in the environment of likeminded and interested people this program was designed
for. The BSA scares me because I like studying my program a lot and I feel like it’s
right for me, not getting the BSA because of my suffering mental health and
motivation would feel like losing the chance to learn what I am interested in and
passionate about. It would be devastating for me because I feel like I am putting all I
can into it right now and that I could achieve the BSA way better under normal
circumstances.”

Anonymous - International Relations and International Organizations
“This year, the conditions for studying were not the greatest. Having to stay all day
inside, not being able to see my friends or have other kinds of distractions made it
very difficult to focus on school. Although our professors tried their best to make the
lectures and seminars as interactive as they could, it is not the same as physical
classes. I found myself with no motivation to study and be productive, as I had
nothing exciting to look forward to. The constant struggle of keeping up with school,
trying not to catch the virus, staying healthy physically and mentally, is more than
enough. However, the BSA constitutes a major reason of stress for many students
right now, who are unable to focus properly and pass all exams, as studying is not
the same in these conditions. Watching videos instead of seeing the professors in
real life and staying in your bed instead of participating in an academic environment,
are proof that university life has tragically changed and so should the criteria.
Therefore, I believe that the BSA should not be taken into consideration this year, as
nothing is the same anymore.”
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Nina - History
“Op het moment heb ik al mijn studiepunten voor de eerste periode gehaald. Maar
zeker niet met ruime cijfers. Ik heb het gevoel dat er meer in zit maar dat ik dat er
met het huidige leerproces van online lessen er niet helemaal uit krijg. Dat is
natuurlijk jammer en ik hoop niet dat dat er voor zorgt dat ik uiteindelijk niet kan
blijven studeren aan de universiteit. Dat zorgt voor relatief veel stres en het BSA
draagt wel bij aan die stress. Natuurlijk is het moeilijk om te voorspellen of ik zonder
corona wel de resultaten zou halen die ik wil, maar ik hoop lang genoeg op de
universiteit te kunnen blijven om dit te ontdekken.”

Anonymous - History
“As of this moment the lockdown is getting to me a little. I've lost my job and have
nothing to do in my spare time. Thusfar I did get all my EC's but staying indoors
close to all of the time is starting to stress me out. I feel like I've wasted my day just
because I didn't go outside the whole day even though I've been fairly productive
corcerning my education. I can't really focus on important stuff anymore as I have
nothing to distract myself after focussing on important stuff for a while. It sounds kind
of contradictory. The whole situation makes life and studying a little dull.”

Pieter - IRIO
“It is giving much stress because we don’t experience education in person. In person
is everyone much more motivated and organised but now with it being online, it only
gets harder to get our bsa.”

Rosita - Nederlandse Taal en Cultuur
“Ik vond dit jaar erg anders ivm corona. Ook vond ik het moeilijk om me te
concentreren tijdens online lessen. Verder waren er nog de nodige problemen wat
betreft tentamens.”

Maruna - International Relations and International Organisations
“My experience with the BSA has been disheartening and quite frankly disappointing.
I understand the motivation behind it in normal circumstances, but I don’t believe a
programme that was intended for physical school has any place in the world of
virtual learning. I find it frustrating and this pandemic has made school impersonal,
inaccessible at times and unpredictable. I’ve sat in a classroom for the past 15 years
of my life, adjusting to online school is difficult and has had serious repercussions on
my own mental health (which I’ve now had to be medicated for) that I had never
experienced before. This course has been my dream to do and at the moment I’m
struggling and I don’t believe I’m reaching my full potential and the BSA does not
take into consideration all of the hardships I’ve had to overcome in order to maintain
my seat in an online classroom. The looming question on whether I’ll be able to
achieve my BSA has been haunting me ever since I began my course and I believe it
to be an immense and unnecessary stress. This style of learning is new, so why
wouldn’t the passing credentials also be new?”
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Anonymous - International Relations and International Organisations
“It is indeed a difficult and more stressful year, thus it is quite hard for a foreign first
year to accommodate and keep up with the amount of work. Personally, the BSA is
applying more pressure and brings more stress to the actual situation.”

Anonymous - English Languages & Literature
“It was a bit difficult to stay motivated and meet the requirements. I did fail an
assignment or two with .3-.5 marks below the requirement. The online classes aren’t
as easy as physical classes but the assignments and exams are still being graded
with strict rules.”

Mika - Media Studies
“The whole situation with online and offline studying is so stressful because the
assignments criteria need to be changed all the time due to unpredicted situations,
which makes it harder too keep track of everything. I end up missing a lot of
deadlines because of all the changes and keep failing and not because I do not put
enough effort in my studies.”

Anonymous - IRIO
“I feel like online studying is already much more draining and exhausting than with
regular education and the BSA adds even more pressure to that while the level of
education remains lower. It doesn’t feel just to test us to the same standards while
the situation is so different“

Anonymous - IRIO
“This year is already hard as we have embarked upon the journey that is university.
This has been made 100 times harder by the coronavirus crisis. We can’t leave our
homes nor can we have a normal class experience where we can interact with the
professors and our class mates. Doing online education with all of the deadlines and
the workload being the usual amount as if everything was normal has caused me
tremendous amount of stress as well as increased my already existing anxiety that I
am being treated for. When I talked to the student advisors I felt like they were being
dismissive about such feelings which led me to believe that the student body is not
being taken care of during a terrible moment.“

Anonymous - International Relations & Organisations
“Being an international student, I’m very unfamiliar with the BSA. After researching it
I understand why it is in place. However given these extreme and uncertain
circumstances I really feel that the university needs to have the well being of the
students at the forefront. For me, my entire first of university is online, furthermore
I’m doing this from my home country. Therefore there is an extreme disconnect that I
am facing and it is reflected in my studies. The BSA is only adding more stress to an
overly stressed situation and I believe that the university should grant exemptions for
this academic year.”

Anonymous - Nederlandse taal en cultuur
“Bij colleges op afstand ligt de nadruk wel heel erg op afstand. Van 09.00 tot 17.00
voel ik me alleen op de wereld. Ik mis het contact met medestudenten en docenten.
Ik mis de colleges en het studeren in de UB en heb grote moeite mijn motivatie op
peil te houden. Alles voelt een beetje als surrogaat.”
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Anonymous - Minorities and Multilingualism
“The BSA has been a real source of stress for me. I’ve been struggling to stay on top
of my work and the lack of in-person contact with lecturers has not helped the matter.
I’m now only a few ECTS away from being on or below the BSA and it has caused a
lot of worry for me, as it would mean having to quit a programme I really like and only
making it harder for me to achieve my goals. Getting rid of the BSA, even only for
this year would mean that I could more confidently be able to tackle the issues I face,
without being pressured an ultimatum.”

Anonymous - Minorities and Multilingualism
“This experience has been challenging. Not having an in-person guidance has been
tough, learning online and having to follow lectures and courses through a computer
isn't my ideal image of university. This of course isn't the university's fault, although
exams and revision have been long and difficult. Additionally the workload and email
responses haven't helped get through the year. Hopefully the situation will end soon
as the mental health of students around me and mine have been on a verge of
negative.”

Anonymous - IRIO
“Very hard to study without physical education and with a closed University Library. I
am living with 11 boys and it so hard to concentrate. I am struggling very hard but the
study is very interestint. Hopefully the BSA will be remover this year or changed to
less points.”

Nikoletta - IRIO
“My mental health has been affected in an extreme ways since the pandemic started.
The way all of our teaching is online is not good for me and i feel like the motivation
is getting even lower as the pressure is as high as if we saw each other daily. Doing
most of my studies by myself and never having an experience with university type of
teaching before is very difficult for me and BSA is making me stressed a lot lot more
as I believe Im good enough to continue this programme but this season I
unfortunately can not deliver as I could if I wasnt so affected by ongoing situation.”

Anna - IRIO
“It is hard to admit but I am not doing well with online studying. I have never had any
problems with motivation as well as any education related things but this year my
goal from 8 became 5.5 and I barely even get it. BSA adds stress to my life because
I am scared that everything I have been working for my whole school career will go
to waste if I don't get those 45 credits.”

Anonymous - IRIO
“Its impossible to be as successful with online teaching and not beaing able to go
outside or conect, i think every student is struggling keeping their spirits up and
staying on top of their work at the moment.”

Anonymous - IRIO
“It is indeed a difficult and more stressful year, thus it is quite hard for a foreign first
year to accommodate and keep up with the amount of work. Personally, the BSA is
applying more pressure and brings more stress to the actual situation.”
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Anonymous - IRIO
“I think the BSA stressed me even more because I am not sure if I can reach the
45ECTS and it stresses me out.”

Anonymous - IRIO
“I’m personally feeling overwhelmed by the situation, I already have psychological
stress and worry for my  relatives in my native country and besides this I'm feeling
anxiety for the BSA system. Even though I managed to pass all the exams for the
first block, which should have given me relief, It didn't happen and during this second
bloc I’m feeling that I'm struggling quite a lot.”

Sem - IRIO
“Due to the online learning situation my concentration and motivation level have
really lowered, even though i love the courses. Because of bsa i might not be able to
continue after this year, while i know that when physical learning starts again I will
easily pass the courses.”

Simran- IRIO
“Awful. Lots of extra stress added to the already complicated equation”

Anonymous - History
“Because of the online teaching environment I have had a very hard time motivating
myself, this has only been worse and worse after the university library and other
study spaces closed. I have major anxiety almost every night because I am afraid I
won't get my BSA this year. The fact that I won't be able to study this programme
again for years because I can't perform that well online is stressing me out big-time.
The BSA is like a gigantic object for me to hold up, while the covid measurements
are making it extremely hard for me to hold everything together”

Ilse - International Relation and International Organisation
“I suffer from health problems and I'm about to start the process of a reduction of my
BSA, because the stress increases the pain. Having everything online is very
challenging, it is hard for my back to sit for hours upon hours on the same chair just
staring at a screen. For my mental health it is also a challenge, you often get the
feeling of being isolated.”

Verena - History
“What I particularly noticed is that it’s causing me more stress. It’s very exhausting to
follow online courses and do all the extra self-study. Besides that I also miss the
contact with my fellow students, from whom I normally get more energy. In the
beginning of the year I did especially hard my best to follow the courses and get
good grades. But now further in the year I notice that it's getting harder, mostly
because of the extra strict measures. So studying is very hard and it would be a big
relief if the BSA wouldn’t be that important anymore.”

Jet - IRIO
“It is very hard to keep your attention at the lessons. The teachers are working really
hard to make the online seminars a little more fun and interesting. But I think we are
very disadvantaged as first years that everything is online. The studie becomes
much more boring and difficult.”
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Anonymous - IRIO
“I think that BSA is an extra stress factor that affects my mental health not in the best
possible way. In the current situation keeping up with the studies is an experience of
utmost importance, however priorities got shifted a bit. It is very complicated to stay
focused due to number of external factors, as well as the fact that we all are being
placed in this unusual situation makes it worse, we were not given enough time to
get used to it. I feel like BSA created such a pressure, that takes all my motivation
away. After seeing one failure, and maybe followed by others you think you can't
make it though, and dont really know how to make it work.”

Anonymous - Arts, Culture and Media
“It’s been really hard to concentrate and learn all of the materials at home, mostly
because staying closed in one room for such a long time kills your productivity and
motivation.”

Anonymous - History
“It is stressful, because of this year your study is so different and difficult. In addition
to all this everything is online, so this makes everything so much more difficult. When
we can have on site classes it’s much more easy to understand and ask questions.
And also you can use other things like UB and exam training from UBBO.”

Anonymous- International Relations and International Organisation
“During these times of online teaching studying requires a lot more motivation and
dedication even though it is more difficult to do this. This results in more pressure
next to the already existing pressure of the BSA. The lack of social contact and
proper education results in even more stress. So the BSA and all the conditions
surrounding the COVID-19 crisis brings about too much stress for students to be
able to study decently.”

Alkistis - International relations and organisations
“This year has been a very hard time. Besides the fact that it’s my first year abroad,
leaving on my own at 18 and have to meet the expectations of a very demanding
course, there is also corona. Being in front of my computer 24/7 has increased my
eyesight problem as well as my energy. I feel more tired than I was before and
exhausted all the time. Additionally, it’s very hard to pay attention to lectures and
seminars since everything is online we don’t even get to meet our professors or out
fellow students in person. Because of this, my motivation is very low and especially
after finding out that my whole first year will be like this. I am not comfortable during
the seminars to ask questions and be present cause sometimes the internet
connection is very poor( I live in a student house) and you don’t get the chance to
meet the people and be comfortable around them and make conversation. The
internet connection is a huge problem to all of this since, we’ve been having
problems since the beginning of the year and I have missed many seminars because
of this. I used to be able to go in other spaces, like the Forum or the library but now
that’s no longer possible. To sum up, this will be by far the most stressful year and it
has a tol on me mentally as well, making it really hard for me to perform on my fullest
potential.”
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Anonymous - IRIO
“During this year, I experienced a lot of stress due to the coronacrisis. The BSA was
one of the stressfactors. I really like the study, but due to all the online lessons I find
it harder to score the way I want on exams. Therefore I find it unnecessary to have a
BSA this year.”

Anonymous - IRIO
“My experience with the BSA this year has been confusing, to say the least. Since I
am a first year, I have a hard time comparing un-quarantined academic education
with the quarantined kind, but I can tell you this: It has certainly been straining on my
mental health due to the forced placement within a context that detracts from my
motivation to study. As a consequence, I've been hard on myself and/or resorted to
coping mechanisms. I have also noticed this in a lot, if not most of my academic
peers to differing degrees, regardless of course or faculty. Personally, I am very
afraid of failing the year due to not having the mental strength to study within the
context of this quarantine.”

Anonymous - History
“Door de coronacrisis heb veel vaker last van stress. Ook vind ik het niet eerlijk dat
het hbo geen bsa meer heeft maar de uni wel. Ik snap dat het bsa een stok achter
de deur is, maar deze tijden vragen om speciale uitzonderingen. Het zou dus goed
zijn om het bsa te laten vervallen”

Taede - Information Science
“To be honest, having online education is really demotivating and it leads to many
problems for me. I have hardly met anyone from the study because we rarely see
each other. Last year I studied AI. Within the first 2 weeks of the study, there was
already a strong sense of brotherhood. This year it doesn't feel like that at all.
I have completely forgotten about one course this period, likely because there were
no live lectures. We had to rewatch lectures from last year in our own time. Now, 2
weeks before the exam I remembered the course and have to catch up with the
entire thing.”

Pauline - Media Studies
“So far, during the first block, I have not had trouble reaching the grades I need.
However, as the semester progresses, and therefore the learning gets more difficult,
I am finding myself worrying about this. In itself I would be okay with only this worry,
as it exists to show that you are committed to the program. But during COVID I have
struggled massively with enjoying university life anyway, as all learning has to be
done alone, at home. Additionally, my mental health has taken a toll by the constant
anxiety about family members catching the virus and potentially losing them. I would
find it much easier to enjoy my university experience, without the added stress of
reaching a certain goal of ECTS, as I worry about passing regardless, as this is work
that I would have to repeat anyway. Also, I worry for the friends that I have made so
far, as I feel much empathy for the ones that are struggling with the pandemic and
the failure to do well, and I find it sad that those people have to worry about being
able to continue their studies as well.”
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Rosa - Nederlandse Taal en cultuur
“Dit jaar is een reis zonder enige bestemming of begeleiding die van open eindes en
beginnen aan elkaar hangt. Het online onderwijs gaat hakkelend, maar het
moeilijkste vind ik het gevoel van vervreemding. Wie zijn mijn docenten? Wie zijn
mijn medestudenten? Zal ik mijn mond maar houden? Ik houd van discussiëren,
maar mijn microfoon ruist en praten z orgt alleen maar voor onrust omdat alles een
paar seconden later doorkomt.
De stof is niet levendig en het enthousiasme van docenten en studenten wordt
afgevlakt door de beeldschermen.
Dit jaar is voor mij het meest zwaar omdat ik niet weet waar ik het voor doe. Ik ken
niemand, ik ben alleen maar in de war, en ik heb niet het gevoel dat ik een plek heb
waar ik terecht kan met mijn vragen en zorgen doordat ik met niemand op de
faculteit een persoonlijke band heb."

Anonymous - Media Studies
“I’ve experienced and seen how this covid-19 situation, the lockdown and the
isolation resulting from it has affected many students' wellbeing and mental health.
The BSA creates a lot of stress and anxiety for a lot of us. Especially at a time like
this, all the stress and anxiety is multiplied.”

Anonymous - Media Studies
"To be honest I don’t feel like being a student or being at a university at all. The
amount of online teaching is so low that I have 4 days in the week off and 3 days
with university, two of those three days have an amount of a 90 minute seminar. So
Basically nothing. It was fine in the first weeks but with the lockdown and everything
does it get hard to stay persistent in this time because there is no schedule that
gives you a routine. Despite the fact that I’m handling it good for myself, do I know
from a lot of fellow students that they not only struggle with studying rather than with
their mental health in those times.
A reduction  of the tuition fee’s would also be justifiable because we are not having
any advantages or alternative options  from our university in these times besides
some useless Instagram posts. "

Anonymous - Media Studies
“It's been hard to find motivation to do my work and finish my assignments due to
everything being online, as much as I hate it I understand that the situation will
continue to be like this. I have passed all my assignments but not with the grades I
hoped I would get. Communication with online classes is also extremely tough, WiFi
problems or different time zones continue to pose a problem to me. Overall I'm
enjoying my first year, it just isn't what I expected it to be.”

Djûke - International Relations and International Organization
“Because I don’t think I can get enough study points this second block, and won’t
manage to get the BSA, I think I’m going to quit my studies.”
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Anonymous - Nederlandse Taal en Cultuur
“Ik vind dat het BSA versoepeld of afgeschaft moet worden. Het geeft veel stress
aan studenten, omdat alles van de studenten verwacht wordt. Dat is begrijpelijk,
maar niet te doen in tijde van een pandemie, omdat de wereldbevolking nu er geen
ervaring mee heeft. Er is zowel stress over de gezondheid van jezelf en je familie,
als stress dat je je BSA moet halen in één jaar. Ik vind het een leuke studie, maar
ben bang dat ik het door de coronacrisis niet red. Zonder deze crisis was het een
stuk makkelijker geweest. Het zorgt voor extra stress en last voor studenten.”

Iskje - Archeology
“It is to much. I think it’s fine that the rank of BSA is 45. But with colleges what are
not fysical, it’s very difficult to line up with.”

Anonymous - International Relations and International Organizations
“Being in University has been a lot of fun but has been quite hard as well. All of my
classes have been online due to Corona. For me it doesn't necessarily feel like I'm
going to University, but rather doing an online course on University level which is
definetely not easy.
Because of the fact that everything is online, it feels like I'm left in the dark on a lot
off things as I have to figure everything out myself. Professors are doing their upmost
best at trying to help us but there is only so much they can do on an online platform.
Adding to this that I have pressure to meet the BSA requirements or else I'm getting
kicked out of my study which I'm not even enjoying 100% even though I should, and
want, is not nice. I got through the first bloc with A LOT OF work, but this second
bloc has been even harder and I don't know how much longer I can keep this pace
up.”

Nathalie - Communication & Information Studies
“Because of the corona circumstances it's hard to get my bsa this year”

Pieter - IRIO
“It is giving much stress because we don’t experience education in person. In person
is everyone much more motivated and organised but now with it being online, it only
gets harder to get our bsa.”

Anonymous - European languages and cultures
“I experience it well because I’m getting all my points.. but sometimes it gives a lot of
stress because I can’t ask anyone in real life about something about school stuff. It’s
different.”

Dohyun - International Relations and organizations
“As a person from Korea, 2020 has been really harsh to me. I have had a homesick
since it was difficult to make bonds with my classmates. I don't know anyone in
Groningen, so I always feel lonely. And my building has bad Wifi, so I lost the
internet connection quite often during classes.Therefore, I'm experiencing a study
delay and I'd like to talk about it to the study advisor or physiologist. However, I
cannot meet study advisors in person since there's only email consultants and most
appointments for physiologist are full. So I cannot get any help from anyone. All
these bad situations are getting worse day by day. I'm experiencing insomnia due to
the BSA pressure. “
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Anonymous - Art History
“I was really disappointed with the fact that I couldn't go to Groningen (I'm still in my
home coutry) at first, but the online education saved me, otherwise I couldn't start
studying at all. Throughout the autumn I had a lot of great moments but in general I
realised that online education is not for me. I really miss communication and
everyday routine.  Right now it is getting even more harder to make myself studying
and to find motivation to do something. I'm trying to stay positive, but it is
challenging.”

Jakoba - Middle Eastern Studies
“Its not fair, you try studying and keeping motivated locked in a room of 9 m2.”

Anonymous - International Relations and International Organisation
“Well I understand that the quality of academia should not suffer from this crisis but
so shouldn’t we as students. Yes, some people chose to study online but not
because of the comfort of their homes but whilst travelling or working, we chose the
RUG because we wanted to be here and live academia and the uni life but that didn’t
happen. Some of us have been going through a lot and not only since studying due
to the situation & coming here was ray of hope but instead we are left alone in our
rooms with nowhere to go and nowhere to be in some courses it feels like I am
teaching myself all alone. I have nowhere to go and nowhere to be
Bed,Bathroom,Kitchen,Desk & back to Bed. And it is not the workload itself that
drives many of us to the border of insanity, but rather the never ending cycle of
school it never leaves my head the stress is on me 24/7 I don’t leave it at the UB or
the Harmony building because all I have are my 19m2. This constant feeling does
not allow anything else I cannot be down for a week I can’t afford being depressed
for a whole day fighting this depression is taking all of my energy, yet I am expected
to perform at my best, I am trying. Despite the fear of something happening to loved
ones or even myself I mean nearly 2 Million dead and hard lockdowns insight. How
can I stay sane?  I am not allowed for my sadness of this situation to take over,
because I am expected not to, I am expected to handle things like all the generations
before us but I don’t know a person  right now who is not suffering from depression
and who is trying to play over it. Sleepless nights, Alcohol abuse, self harm all these
things are happening right now but God forbid we take away the pressure, from Kids
who might have come from far, who are the first ones to bring honour to their family
with all eyes on them, where parents sacrifice all they have for some of us to be
here. But God forbid we shed a tear.”

Noa - International Relations and Organisations
“I’m going to start by saying that the lockdown and corona has been extremely
impactful on my mental health and although I do not like discussing it, it is a great
factor in my schoolperformance. When my mental health goes downhill so does my
motivation, concentration and the ability to push myself to do the things I need to.
I’ve found it so hard to adjust to a new live in a new city at a new university where
you are expected to be completely on top of everything all the time very hard during
this period. Where I normally would be able to get my mind of things by doing fun
things and spending time with friends, I now cant anymore and the pressure school
is giving me to get all these credits is just making the stress of everything worse and
has really been affecting my mental health even more. I hope the university will help
us through this period and cut us some slack.”
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Anonymous - History
“I felt really overwhelmed at times and I struggled a lot with all the workload in
combination with the lack of physical classes”

Sarina - International Relations and Organizations
“I am thinking of dropping out of the study. I am now a first year student and as a
student, I have never been to uni in person. I have never felt so unmotivated and
down in my entire life. I know, if under normal circumstances, my grades and
motivation would have been 100% higher.”

Joeri - International Relations and Organizations
“Although we have online classes, I am really struggling with finding the right
motivation to do my work. Add this to the pressure of getting you BSA and you only
get less effective and motivated because of the stress it brings. I genuinely think that
keeping the BSA will affect my scores negatively, and I do not think it would be fair to
keep it because the situation we are in now makes it impossible for students to get
educated the way we would in a normal situation.”
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Behavioural and Social Sciences

Ruben - Psychologie
“Ik ervaar het BSA als een grote stressfactor doordat ik moeite heb met de studie
vanwege de onzekerheid in verband met het coronavirus. De geringe omgang met
andere studenten, het ontbreken van andere energie buffers zoals sport, sociaal
contact en andere bezigheden als gevolg van het coronavirus zorgen ervoor dat het
voor mij erg lastig is om me te focussen op de studie en me te motiveren om te
studeren. Zodra het BSA opgeheven zou worden, zou me dit ontzettend veel stress
schelen en zie ik mijn studievoortgang positiever in.”

Martine - Sociologie
“Ik kan niet goed studeren omdat ik geen goede studie plek heb, de ub is gesloten
en sociale activiteiten gaan niet door. Normaal zou ik kunnen ontspannen door deze
activiteiten maar dat lukt nu niet.”

Erik - Sociologie
“Het BSA zou moeten worden versoepeld al dan niet verlengd worden naar volgend
jaar. De universiteiten kunnen niets doen aan de zeer slechte studie
omstandigheden, maar de studenten kunnen hier nog minder aan doen.
Versoepeling lijkt eerlijk en helpt studenten die betaald hebben voor een studie die
ze onder normale omstandigheden makkelijk zouden halen”

Anonymous - Pedagogische Wetenschappen
“I think it is very stressful, due to the Corona crisis it makes life very hard. Because
when I am struggling with my mental health it doesn't help that I also feel like failing
my studies because there is no help in short time notice. On HBO level the BSA is
also canceled while university studies are more stressful.”

Sophie - Psychology
“I see that it has caused a lot of distress and in some cases even severe anxiety and
or depression in multiple of my friends, as well as acquaintances.”

Anonymous - Psychology
“It's hard studying at home”

Anonymous - Psychology
“Due to covid-19 i haven’t been able to focus on my classes properly. The results of
my exams have been pretty bad too. This is because i can’t concentrate on the
study.”

Ida - Academische Opleiding Leraar Basisonderwijs
“It has been really stressful. We don't have the required support that we would
normally get.”
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Anonymous - Academische Opleiding Leraar Basisonderwijs
“I study AOLB. That is a mixture of a higher professional education and a university
degree. BSA has been discontinued for all HBO subjects. This is very confusing and
even more stressful, as some subjects now feel more important than others. I can't
learn well at home because we don't have good WiFi. I have 2 brothers and a sister
who also need to be online. My father is also working online. It is too busy at home
and this makes me even more stressed about my bsa. It doesn't motivate me, it
makes me very scared and stressful.”

Anonymous - Academische Opleiding Leraar Basisonderwijs
“The BSA is causing a lot of additional stress for me, because it makes me feel like I
have to overwork myself in order to be able to go to the second year. We already
have a lot of stress because of corona and we cannot do fun stuff to release this
stress because we are in lockdown. It would really help a lot if the BSA wouldn’t be
used this year to at least remove some of the stress that we are all feeling.”

Anonymous - Academische Opleiding Leraar Basisonderwijs
“bsa geeft me heel veel stress! Door de Corona crisis vind ik de kwaliteit van het
onderwijs niet optimaal. Ook is de opleiding moeilijker en minder leuk doordat
contact met medestudenten EN docenten veel hoogdrempeliger is. Ook heb ik
symptomen van een depressie. Om al deze factoren die het studeren lastiger maakt
zal het bsa af moeten worden geschaft voor in ieder geval dit jaar. Ik vind de studie
super, maar gezien alle omstandigheden erg lastig.”

Anke - Academische Opleiding Leraar Basisonderwijs
“Stressvol, je voelt echt de druk om te presteren en dat geeft je stress. Je gaat soms
meer dingen doen dan je eigenlijk kunt. Soms ben je te moe na bijvoorbeeld een
lange stagedag en dan moet je weer verder. Dit is in een normale situatie al
stressvol, laat staan in de corona periode nu, alles in onzeker en jij moet nog wel
steeds in staat zijn om te presteren.”

Anonymous - Academische Opleiding Leraar Basisonderwijs
“This past half year I've been mentally unstable, due to the covid-measures. I can't
concentrate on my work and my anxiety and depression have been taking it's toll.
The BSA on top of that gives me even more stress, while I can't cope already. Online
colleges aren't the same as physical. They can't expect us to get our points in the
way the years previous to us did. Also I find that we don't get enough 'help'. It's all
chaos and as first years we need some more contact. I don't want to stop my
studies, but when I can't get my points I have to, even though it has all to do with
covid.
Just to add, I'm getting help for my mental health.”

Anonymous - Academische Opleiding Leraar Basisonderwijs
“Het BSA geeft studenten stress. Het zorgt voor een enorme druk. Terwijl ik van
mening ben dat je niet van een studie moeten worden geschopt vanwege het BSA,
maar omdat je het zelf niet leuk of boeiend vind. Geen enkele student gaat €2000
collegegeld uitgeven aan een studie die hij/zij niet leuk vindt!”
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Anonymous - Academische Opleiding Leraar Basisonderwijs
“I think it gives unnecessary pressure to the students.”

Tessa - Academische Opleiding Leraar Basisonderwijs
“I experience a lot of stress in general due to the coronacrisis, socially and
academically. The BSA added another dimension of stress to this already weird and
confusing year. It would give me a lot of peace to not have to worry about the BSA.”

Anonymous - Academische Opleiding Leraar Basisonderwijs
“Ik merk dat er veel druk en stress is binnen onze opleiding. Stages gaan niet door,
terwijl er nog opdrachten gepland stonden die je moet halen om uiteindelijk aan je
studiepunten te voldoen. Gesprekken met SSLB’ers worden afgelast en ga zo maar
door. Dit zorgt voor veel spanning onder de studenten. Ik zou graag willen dat het
BSA voor onze opleiding dit jaar wordt afgeschaft, omdat onze opleiding een stage
betreft waar veel opdrachten van moeten worden gemaakt die nodig zijn om aan je
studiepunten te komen.”

Anonymous - Academische Opleiding Leraar Basisonderwijs
“I find it hard to study at home, now that the library is closed. The exams can be
stressful and the deadlines are time consuming. The biggest issue I struggle with is
handling stress.”

Anonymous - Academische Opleiding Leraar Basisonderwijs
“BSA has given me many stress. Because I'm scared that i'll have to stop with the
study.”

Anonymous - Academische Opleiding Leraar Basisonderwijs
“My experience with the BSA this year has been really confusing. Our study is a
double study, divided between two institutes (hanze and RUG). Even though the
hanze already decided not to use the BSA this year, the RUG is still keeping it. Now i
have to complete half of my subjects for a BSA whilst the other one doesn’t have this
criteria anymore.”

Anonymous - Academische Opleiding Leraar Basisonderwijs
“Wispelturig. Aan het begin van het jaar was het duidelijk hoeveel punten wij
moesten halen en nu sinds de HBO-studies geen BSA meer hebben, wordt het voor
ons ook een stuk onduidelijker, aangezien wij deels HBO, deels WO zijn.”

Anonymous - Academische Opleiding Leraar Basisonderwijs
“Although I will probably get enough credits to make it to next year, I feel like we
haven't had a very fair chance compared to the years before covid. Our online
lessons are sometimes difficult to follow and for me it's hard to pay attention when
looking at a screen. Luckily we can watch most lectures again if we want to but I still
feel like our chances are not the same as the years without covid. This is my first
year in Groningen but I have studied in Amsterdam last year (pre covid) so I have sat
in lecture rooms and it's easier paying attention if you don't have to look at your
screen all day.”
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Anonymous - Academische Opleiding Leraar Basisonderwijs
“My experience with the BSA is that is gives me a lot of stress to even think about it.
In my first year i want i orientate in my study as well as i can to see if i made the right
choice. To worry about the points I need to get to finish my year properly gives me a
lot of stress and overthinking my work and schedules.”

Anonymous - Academische Opleiding Leraar Basisonderwijs
“I think the BSA is not fair, because first year students are not used to study this way.
They have to experience how everything works on a university, without being pushed
to receive every CE, because they are not used to this way of studying so they can't
show their best side yet. It's not a fair indication of the quality of the students.”

Misa - Academische Opleiding Leraar Basisonderwijs
“I stressed about achieving it, mostly because the online lessons were really difficult
to start with.”

Anonymous - Academische Opleiding Leraar Basisonderwijs
“I haven’t had any experience with it yet, since I’m a first year student. I know I have
to get it to continue my studies…”
Anonymous - Academische Opleiding Leraar Basisonderwijs
“Personally, the BSA really puts a certain amount of pressure on me, which I
experience as unpleasant. It gives me a lot of stress when I think that I have to get
enough points. This is really not feasible for this year, with the corona pandemic.
Contact with the teachers is difficult and it is difficult to stay motivated by all the
online lessons. I also really miss doing an internship at primary school, which means
that I don't get any energy from it. All in all, it seems to me to be necessary to abolish
the BSA this year.”

Anonymous - Academische Opleiding Leraar Basisonderwijs
“I've always had problems regarding my motivation, usually this wasn't the biggest of
problems, merely a setback. This year, due to everything being online, I can almost
never find the motivation to do anything, everything feels alien due to not being able
to see and meet teachers and students in real life. This has made it very hard for me
to finish all my assignments in due time (of which we've gotten more than other years
due to having less room for tests at the faculty)”

Anonymous - Academische Opleiding Leraar Basisonderwijs
“Vanwege het online les en corona ervaar je veel stress tijdens het studeren. De
motivatie ligt daarnaast lager en de online lessen zijn niet van de kwaliteit die een
echt college of een echte werkgroep zou zijn. Dan zit je ook nog in het eerste jaar en
is het lastig want je weet niet wat je overal van kan verwachten. Het bsa bied alleen
maar meer stress en het zou zonde zijn als veel studenten moeten stoppen met een
studie die ze echt leuk vinden, vanwege de mindere kwaliteit van de lessen.”

Anonymous - Psychology
“It has been very stressful and quite lonely over the duration of the course. Online
learning can be very overwhelming and can make you feel very isolated in your
course. My mental health has really taken a hit with trying to stay on top of
everything with so much uncertainty occuring in the world.”
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Anonymous - Psychology
“While the exams are okay timed, it's really stressful to keep up with all the material
with only online classes, especially in Academic Skills where we actually are
supposed to get the most amount of ECTS (7.5) out of all courses I have to attend. If
there would not be a restriction I would be able to focus much more on courses
which I struggle with and have to concentrate on (such as stats) and be able to still
do my work in other courses the same.”

Anonymous - Psychology
“For me personally, my grades have been good up until now, so the BSA would not
be an issue. But that could very easily change in the upcoming exam weeks,
because the lockdown and everything else pandemic related definitely affects me. I
already have a harder time with studying and I’m pretty sure there are people who
struggle even more. I don’t know what a good replacement for the BSA would be, or
maybe a change in it, but it is very important to take the effects of the corona crisis
into account!”

Anonymous - Pedagogische wetenschappen
“De BSA legt meer druk op de tentamens, omdat je anders van je opleiding af moet.
Er moet wel druk op komen te staan vind ik, maar misschien ligt de grens nu iets te
hoog. Vooral voor dit jaar denk ik, want ik merk zelf dat ik heel veel moeite heb met
de online lessen. Om mijn aandacht hierbij te houden en heel hard te leren voor
toetsen terwijl ik altijd gewoon thuis zit. Dat is veel moeilijker denk ik.”

Anonymous - Communication and information studies
“It needs to be afgeschaft.”

Anonymous- Pedagogische wetenschappen
“Ik voel heel veel druk om alles te halen terwijl de motivatie erg laag is doordat ik nog
geen dag in een collegezaal heb gezeten.”

Anonymous - Academische pabo
“Het zou fijn zijn als het afgeschaft wordt, corona maakt het toch een stuk moeilijker.
Alleen al in de lockdown nu je alleen thuis zit en je op je kamer moet studeren en
niet naar de ub kan.”

Anonymous - Academische Opleiding Leraren Basisonderwijs
“The BSA is some which is always on my mind when it comes to my study results. It
would take the pressure of if there isn't a BSA anymore”

Anonymous - Academische Opleiding Leraar Basisonderwijs
“Stressful.”

Britt - Academische pabo
“It is stressful.”
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Anonymous - Pedagogische wetenschappen
“Ik heb in het eerste blok twee tentamens niet gehaald waardoor deze het tweede
blok moet herkansen. Het BSA zorgt hierdoor voor een veel grotere druk bij de
hertentamens. De druk lijkt nog groter doordat alles online is nu, dat was onder
andere om de reden waarom ik de tentamens niet had gehaald. Er stonden een
aantal opdrachten niet duidelijk aangegeven waardoor ik deze niet heb ingevuld.
Desondanks de extra stress die in deze tijd/omstandigheden komt kijken blijft het
BSA gewoon staan. Ik ben hier absoluut geen fan van. Naar mijn idee zal dit de
mentale gezondheid van studenten nog verder naar beneden halen, als corona dat
al niet gedaan heeft.”

Silke - Academische opleiding leraar basisonderwijs
“Ik zou graag zien dat net als op het hbo de bsa er van af gaat dit jaar. Er wordt heel
veel online onderwijs gegeven en bij sommige gaat dat makkelijker en bij anderen
gaat dat moeilijker dan het normale onderwijs. Er wordt echt veel gevraagd van je
discipline en motivatie en het zal veel stress schelen als je niet een bepaald aantal
punten hoeft te halen om door te mogen met je opleiding.”

Laura - Psychology
“I find it really stressful to concentrate with the online lessons and the thought that I
need to have a certain amount of points to stay in the study makes it even more
stressfuller.”
358. Anonymous - Psychology
“I have had difficulty with maintaining my studies this year. I have to manage living
alone for the first time, adjusting to the pandemic and creating a study routine that is
suitable for higher education. I have already had preexisting mental health issues
prior to the pandemic which has made it difficult to manage my first year and the
BSA is only adding more stress to this. I believe many first year student feel this way
and could perform better under normal circumstances and therefore the BSA is not
representative of our potential.”
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Campus Fryslân
Anonymous - Global Responsibility and Leadership
“I have not had much experience with the BSA yet, other than that it does stress me
out sometime. Certain courses I have not yet perceived as very interesting or certain
courses that I find hard, can really stress me out as I sometimes cannot find
motivation or I can not concentrate, because i do not understand it.”

Anonymous - Global Responsibility and Leadership
“I love everyone here. Such amazing people. I do struggle with studying on my own.
Before we could go to the uni with a group and my focus was way better then than it
is now, 24/7 in my small room. I've got a lot of stress and this causes me to
procrastinate even more. In class it is also harder to stay focused. I know uni is doing
everything they can but online school just isn't the same. I appreciate everything you
guys are doing!”

Anonymous - Global Responsibility and Leadership
“I feel a lot of pressure because for our bachelor we have to have all the bsa points
available otherwise we won’t be able to continue this study. With the pandemic going
on it is extra hard to achieve this goal. That is why I hope our bsa will be adjusted, as
this already is done for hbo students.”

Anonymous - Global Responsibility Leadership
“I am totally overwhelmed by the new environment, the tasks for uni and
circumstances of the pandemic as an international student. The demand of high level
knowledge, skills and way too high workload stresses me out to the absolute
maximum. I've been struggling since day one of uni and don’t feel it will get better
soon with the little help I receive. The information I was given before I attended uni
was not sufficient and did not prepare me enough for what was going to happen, for
how it works. With a bad start it is even harder now to catch up and the pressure not
to fail a course and being not allowed to continue to study makes me feel very
uncomfortable and insecure about my future.”

Global Responsibility and Leadership
“I find it really stressful to get all the required ECTS this year, because I believe that
the online environment is not always working properly and therefore sometimes the
quality of the education is not as good as it should be. Furthermore, groups work is
really hard since not everyone is doing fine. While partly reliant on your fellow
student for a good grade for groups work, it is sometimes stressful because the
collaboration is not working optimally. The fact that you're not allowed to go out or
study at another place than home is also making things harder than normal and its
hard to concentrate in the same room as in which you sleep. Motivation to study is
lacking and I am sometimes mad at myself for not being able to being productive all
the time although a lot of people are saying that this is normal for covid times. All
these factors combined, lead to the fact that I find it quite hard and stressful to get
the BSA this year.”
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Economics and Business

Gijs - Bedrijfskunde
“Het is voor mij lastig om mijn focus op de studie vast te houden omdat alles afspeelt
op mijn laptop in mijn kamer. Ik heb persoonlijk de prikkel van een volle college zaal
of fysieke werkcolleges heel erg nodig. Ook is het vervelend om een bijvoorbeeld
presentatie te geven zonder dat je kunt zien dat er mensen naar je kijken. Ook ken ik
nauwelijks mensen van mijn studie, wat het echt minder leuk maakt”

Hidde - Economics and Business Economics
“This far, I got every point so I the BSA isn’t really a concern to me. I can’t say if the
BSA should be dropped this year, because I don’t know if this year is more difficult
due to corona. I could understand if others feel demotivated due to covid and the
online education, so it might be a good idea to loosen the BSA for them or to just
drop it.”

Siri - Economics and Business Economics
“The corina crisis made travel very difficult which meant that I had to travel in
between the semester. I come from a very warm country which meant that I had a lot
of getting used to. It was extremely difficult to keep up with studies while caring for
my mental health. Knowing that I had to keep up with the BSA doesn't help at all with
the anxiety I am experiencing.”

Aya- Bedrijfskunde
“A lot of stress. I really want to pass this year but it has not been easy. I also have
adhd and dyslexia and I lost a family member to corona. I really hope the uni is
gonna help us because I fear the worst.”

Maarten - Bedrijfskunde
“Ik vind het lastig om gemotiveerd te blijven voor mijn studie door het online
lesgeven. Ik ben erg alleen en vind het lastig om dingen te volgen zonder
medestudenten”

Jort - Bedrijfskunde
“It has been really stressful, especially since we have to study at home where it
difficult to focus and study the material. On top of that exams are made more difficult
than previous years.”

Anonymous - Bedrijfskunde
“Zit veel op mijn kamer, ondervindt stressaanvallen, denk vaak na over het zin van
het leven, of het het allemaal wel waard is, druk van mijn ouders om het jaar te halen
anders al het geld kwijt, geen sociale contacten meer,”

424. Anonymous - Business Administration
“I think the BSA is harder to accomplish, because of the online classes. It's very
different and I feel like you have to do a lot on your own. I also think that it's harder to
have motivation when you're at home in your room all the time.”
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Niels - Bedrijfskunde
“Mijn ervaring met het BSA dit jaar is dat het door de online lessen en deze moeilijke
tijd lastiger is om te halen. Ik krijg alles minder goed mee en moet veel dingen zelf
uitzoeken, ook helpt deze lastige tijd niet mee aan mijn studie. Ik ben ervan
overtuigd dat ik en mijn medestudenten, er met fysieke lessen en in een normale tijd
veel meer uit ons eerste jaar  hadden kunnen halen. Ik denk dat als het BSA wordt
uitgesteld naar een later moment dat wij als eerstejaars studenten alsnog kunnen
laten zien wat we kunnen, omdat de stress van het BSA niet ook nog bij de stres van
deze coronatijd komt.”

Nick - Bedrijfskunde
“De kwaliteit van onderwijs is zo onderuit gehaald. Bij mijn vorige uur had ik 6
verplichte contactmomenten. Dit blok is dit maar 2. Zegt volgens mij genoeg.”

Wouter - Bedrijfskunde
“I can’t keep up with the study and can’t get the idea if i would keep following the
study because i have to make the decision so soon.”

Anonymous - Bedrijfskunde
“Ik merk dat het heel moeilijk is om me te concentreren en dat je niet zoals normaal
waarschijnlijk wel kan de vrijheid hebt om vragen te stellen (aan bijvoorbeeld het
einde van een hoorcollege). Daarnaast kunnen we niet op de campus of in de ub
studeren. Persoonlijk kan ik me thuis veel minder goed concentreren.”

Anonymous - Bedrijfskunde
“Its stressful. The online classes and lectures are already hard to follow. It’s not easy
to ask questions and you get distracted way too fast. Because of the fact that it’s all
online now, it’s hard to get good grades and to keep up with all the assignments and
stuff we need to learn for the midterms and exams.”

Anonymous - Bedrijfskunde
“Een hele moeilijke situatie om je aan te passen. Veel problemen rondom de internet
omgeving. Lastig concentratie te krijgen, omdat je hele dag thuis zit. Last van ogen
na lang gebruik van de computer per dag. Het stapelt allemaal op.”

Anonymous - Bedrijfskunde
“Het onderwijs is niet optimaal door de online lessen. Persoonlijk mis ik de interactie
vooral met werkcolleges. De tentamens zijn een stuk moeilijker omdat het open boek
is maar je hebt helemaal geen tijd om dingen in het boek te zoeken omdat de
tentamens langer worden gemaakt. Het vergt veel discipline en ik snap dat veel dat
op deze manier lastiger op kunnen brengen. BSA verlaging zou enorm schelen
zodat studenten de druk minder voelen. Doordat er minder push op zit kunnen
studenten vrijer studeren en halen hogere resultaten.”

Anonymous - Bedrijfskunde
“Ik maak me persoonlijk niet heel druk om de BSA. Dit komt omdat ik vorig jaar HBO
heb gedaan en dus wel ongeveer weet hoe het er aan toe gaat. Toch is het altijd iets
wat achter in je hoofd speelt. En nu met corona dit jaar lijkt het me niet raar als ze de
BSA dit jaar later vervallen of verlagen”
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Anonymous - Bedrijfskunde
“Het is erg lastig om te studeren thuis, het online onderwijs zorgt bij mij voor veel
problemen. De fysieke colleges die we hebben gehad waren veel beter de volgen,
zo was het stellen van vragen toen veel gemakkelijker. Daarnaast vind ik het
studeren thuis veel lastiger, als bijvoorbeeld de bibliotheek open is.”

Anonymous - Bedrijfskunde
“Stressful.”

Anonymous - Bedrijfskunde
“Dit is mentaal moeilijker dan voorgaande jaren. Ik heb bij mijn eerdere studie veel
minder moeite gehad met bsa.”

Lucas - Bedrijfskunde
“Ik heb er erg veel last van dat ik geen sociaal contact heb, dat ik alles vanaf mijn
laptop moet doen en ik vind de connectie die je klassikaal hebt veel fijner. Ik merk
dat ik via mijn laptop minder concentratie en minder transactie voel met een docent.
Ik voel erg veel druk vanuit mijn studie. Ik vind de studie erg leuk maar door
omstandigheden heb ik we wel een beetje moeite mee. Ik weet zeker dat hier mijn
interesses liggen.”

Gilles - Bedrijfskunde
“The level of education has suffered due to the coronavirus which makes it harder to
pass (certain) tests. Therefore it would be best for everyone involved to cancel the
BSA for this year.”

Anonymous - Economics and Business
“"It has been very stressful!The situation with the fraud and retaking all the midterms
while keeping up with school work skyrocketed my stress levels. There was a time
period in which I did know what I was doing , I just knew that I cannot allow myself to
not study. This honestly made things worse!
There was more pressure also due to the online examination; you really don’t know
what to expect . I had so many theory questions in math and this is something that
was never the case in all the practices and tutorials we had.
I can say the same for financial accounting too.I think also the fact that those two
subjects are very hard to understand when you don’t have the practice in person.
There are so many equations and things behind it that the online tutorials couldn’t
cover .
I really hope that something can be done because honestly the past few months
have been only pressure, stress, confusion and overwhelmingness!"

Zohal - Bedrijfskunde
“Ik ervaar veel stress om de vraag of ik mijn BSA ga halen. Ik heb weinig motivatie
en concentratie nu alles online is. Ik heb een aantal hoorcolleges en werkcolleges
wel op campus gehad en dit ervaarde ik veel beter. Meer motivatie en concentratie.
Maar alles wat online wordt gegeven vind ik maar moeilijk om te volgen.”
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Sina - International Business
“I have personally failed one course till now and at risk to fail another. As an
international student this is especially nerve racking because there is much less
leeway to do so. I personally would not have an issue with these courses as I have
achieved the equivalent of an A* for similar topics in school however the quality of
teaching is significantly worse when it is purely online. The limited interaction
between students and professors make it very hard for us to grasp certain topics.
This is also my first time using a fully online platform for my education and it is not
something that I can say I have acclimated to very well.”

Anonymous - Bedrijfskunde
“Difficult to study alone.”

Stefan - Bedrijfskunde
“Ik zou het een stuk fijner vinden als de BSA wordt afgeschaft dit jaar. Aangezien dit
ook bij het HBO is gebeurd en wij er ook net zoveel last van hebben als het HBO.
Groepsopdrachten, communicatie met docenten en interactie is een stuk lastiger
online daarom komt de stof dan ook minder goed binnen. Als de BSA dit jaar zou
worden afgeschaft zou dit ook voor veel studenten zorgen voor een stukje rust.”

J - Bedrijfskunde
“Ik ervaar er weinig stress mee op het moment, maar ik denk dat het dit jaar lastiger
te behalen is dan andere jaren. Door alle online lessen verslapt de motivatie sneller
en is het lastiger om te focussen tijdens het studeren, dit kan natuurlijk resultaat
negatief beïnvloeden.”

Anonymous - Bedrijfskunde
“Mijn ervaring rondom het BSA is dat het heel stressvol is. In deze lastige tijden vind
ik dat we al genoeg aan ons hoofd hebben, vooral met het vele online les en het zelf
uitvogelen. Daarnaast komt er dan ook weer de onzekerheid van het BSA bij, wat ik
te veel vind.”

Jesse - Bedrijfskunde
“Ik vind het raar dat de BSA bij hbo wel wordt afgeschaft en bij de uni niet.
Daarnaast heb ik het gevoel dat we dit jaar toch een beetje zelf alles moeten
uitzoeken en moeilijker in een ritme kunnen komen, doordat we niet meer in een
leeromgeving zitten maar thuis.”

Anonymous - Bedrijfskunde
“Gives so much stress & through corona everything is different and corona already
gave us more stress. I really think this BSA is that unnecessary part of extra stress.”

550. Anonymous - Bedrijfskunde
“Ik merk dat het heel moeilijk is om me te concentreren en dat je niet zoals normaal
waarschijnlijk wel kan de vrijheid hebt om vragen te stellen (aan bijvoorbeeld het
einde van een hoorcollege). Daarnaast kunnen we niet op de campus of in de ub
studeren. Persoonlijk kan ik me thuis veel minder goed concentreren.”
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Anonymous - Bedrijfskunde
“"Het bsa brengt extra druk met zich mee, dit jaar vooral.
Ik doe goed mn best om alle vakken te halen maar door corona is het dit jaar een
stuk lastiger want je mist de binding en het op een goede manier samenwerken
waardoor je de stof beter begrijpt.
Daarnaast maakt corona het ook moeilijk om gefocust te blijven op je school omdat
er veel dingen zijn, die je als student gebeuren tijdens deze crisis.
Doordat dat allemaal zo is, heb ik er meer moeite mee mijn bsa te halen en voel ik
die druk telkens meer opkomen. Ik zou het liefste willen dat die dit jaar niet mee zou
tellen omdat er meer dingen zijn waar we rekening mee moeten houden."

Anonymous - International Business
“It was really difficult! Everything seemed more intense and I experienced a lot of
stress!”

Micha - Bedrijfskunde
“Ik vind het dit jaar nog aardig moeilijk om me goed te focussen op het studeren. We
komen nooit op de uni en we zijn nauwelijks met medestudenten in contact, het voelt
eigenlijk ook niet alsof dit studeren is. Ik denk dat de kwaliteit van het onderwijs
aanzienlijk achteruit is gegaan sinds het online is. Bovendien zijn er alleen maar
open boek tentamens en daardoor worden ze erg moeilijk gemaakt. Het is naar mijn
mening moeilijker geworden om een hoog cijfer te halen en de stof wordt ook minder
beheerst omdat alles open boek is. Al met al vind ik dat het dit jaar moeilijk is om
punten binnen te halen en het behalen van de BSA is hierdoor ook een grotere
uitdaging.”

Tom - Business Administration
“It has been very stressful and mentally hard. Little contact with teachers and fellow
students, asking questions is almost impossible.”

Roos - Econometrics and Operations Research
The BSA gives me a lot of stress, because I really like this study and I want to stay
on track, but it is really difficult these days. The quality of the online lectures is really
bad.(Only recordings are available, wife of prof talks during lecture, prof does not
answer/understand  the questions). This makes it harder to collect 45 EC and I'm
worried that I won't be able get 45 EC. It is really a stress-factor.
Due to the Corona-Virus I think less positive about almost anything (from self-image
to the worldview). So that makes it indirectly harder to get 45 EC too.

Anonymous - Economics & Business Economics
“I feel like Corona has put a lot of pressure on students. A lot of people dont even
have a place to study or have to deal with different time zones. Online study is a
positive experience in many ways, because it gives the opportunity to study more at
your own pace and at your own time, however it is not comparable to studying at
campus. I think BSA is very difficult for many people to reach and puts a lot of extra
pressure on students.”
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Anonymous - Bedrijfskunde
“Ik denk dat het niet vergelijkbaar is met een normaal studiejaar, en dat daarom het
bsa hierop moet worden aangepast. Er is 0,0 begeleiding en ik denk dat mijn studie
daar echt veel tekort aan doet, en dat online les niet tipt aan fysieke colleges.
Hierom denk ik dat het logisch zal zijn om dit op elkaar af te stemmen, en het bsa te
verlagen.”

Anonymous - Bedrijfskunde
“heel stressvol om sinds de COVID alles zelf uit te zoeken online en moeilijker om
alles zelf bij te houden wanneer je net nieuw bent.
Dit heeft mij heel veel moeilijk gemaakt in mn studietijd. Ik hoop daarom dat er meer
kans is om mijn studie dit jaar beter te laten verlopen en er moeite wordt gedaan
vanuit de universiteit om de studenten hierbij te helpen”

Anonymous - Economics and business economics
I find it stressful to have this obligation to earn 45 points, especially because
everything is online it makes it hard and sitting at your desk all day doesn’t make it
any better... I find it hard to concentrate and knowing that I have to earn 45 points
causes a lot of stress.

Anonymous - Economics and Business Economics
“So far, period 1 was okay, but because fraud was committed on large scale, I had to
re do all my exams of the first period in the second period. It gave me a lot of stress
and could not keep up with all the work of the second period even thought I tried my
best  and therefore did not pass my midterms. So overall a quite bad experience.”

Jesse - Bedrijfskunde
“Het is best wel intens aangezien alles sowieso anders is dan normaal. Het is
natuurlijk een hele overstap van middelbare naar uni maar daarnaast is het nu ook
door omstandigheden allemaal online wat het zeker niet makkelijker maakt. Uitleg en
hulp gaat via andere kanalen dat is lastig voor zowel studenten als de leraren.
Daarnaast is het BSA op dit moment een enorme stressfactor aangezien we dus
hetzelfde worden beoordeeld als de voorgaande jaren maar we zeker niet dezelfde
voorbereiding hebben. Er is wel degelijk last van de huidige situatie en het BSA
speelt hier een grote stressfactor in... heel spijtig dat het zo moet aangezien het
plezier in de studie enorm achteruit gaat en ik mezelf soms wel afvraag waar het
einde van de tunnel is. Het BSA past gewoon niet goed in de huidige
omstandigheden omdat alles zo enorm ander is voor ons dat het ook niet te
vergelijken valt met voorgaande jaren, maar wij wel zo worden behandelt.”

Anonymous - Bedrijfskunde
“Dit is de enige opleiding die mij aanspreekt, dus ik zou het vervelend vinden als ik
door bsa niet door kan studeren.”

Anonymous - International Business
“Not as expected. Only online gets hard to concentrate and focus properly, it is also
depressing being inside all day thankfully I’m in a student home with other fellow
students so it is not that bad. Nevertheless I find it hard to focus and study”
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Anonymous - Global Responsibility & Leadership
“I really enjoy the study I have chosen at campus Fryslân. However, I do experience
a lot of stress regarding the BSA. I completely understand that there are
requirements for following this programme. But with the corona crisis going on and
not being able to attend class and all the other restrictions in our daily lives, I feel like
that the BSA (which is achieving all 60 credits) is an extra stress factor that
influences my performance. Even just lowering the BSA to the usual 45 credits for
example would make me feel more comfortable.”

Simon - International Business
“It has cost additional stress for students on top of the stress we already have. It is
unfair to maintain the BSA in a year where students don’t even know what studying
normally is.”

Anonymous - Economics and Business Economics
“I am satisfied with the university overall, however I am definitely experiencing some
difficulties with the online teaching. It has its advantages(especially that most of the
material is recorded or posted, giving us a certain amount of flexibility) and
disadvantages definitely. However there was one instance where the Internet in my
whole building stopped during an important midterm exam and I had to finish the
whole exam for half the time. I failed the exam. Such events haven't been good for
my mental health at that particular moment.”

Anonymous - International Business
“It was really difficult! Everything seemed more intense and I experienced a lot of
stress!”
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Law

Ellis - Rechten
“Ik vind het lastig dat ik nog wel mijn BSA moet halen, de toetsen zijn dit jaar
namelijk heel anders dan normaal. Normaal gesproken waren er bepaalde toetsen
bijvoorbeeld multiple choice, maar dit kan nu niet. Ook is het lastig gemotiveerd te
blijven als je studie alleen bestaat uit studeren op je kamer en af en toe een
hoorcollege van vorig jaar te kijken. Ik vind dat je daarom niet kan verwachten dat
eerstejaars studenten nu net zo makkelijk hun punten halen als normaal, onder deze
omstandigheden. Ja we wisten al dat het jaar er anders uit zou zien door corona,
maar toch denk ik dat het universitair onderwijs van dit jaar echt niet in de buurt komt
met dat van vorige jaren.”

Lennart - Law
“Due to the coronavirus I haven't been able to go to the university once. I’ve always
had my classes online and have never met any of my fellow students. Studying
behind a computer everyday makes it very hard to concentrate, and therefore my
grades are pretty bad as well.”

Anonymous - Law
“BSA in the law department has made it very difficult to calm te nerves before tests
that are worth 10 EC. Because of corona the lessons have been less usefull then i
was expecting.”

Anonymous - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“It stresses me out, i’m considering to quit my law study because i may not be able to
get my BSA”

Joanna - International and European Law
“The BSA has been an extra immense pressure on me, and has for sure negatively
impacted my study experience. I have since the development of COVID-19
developed serious mental issues, and I am currently in touch with POH for mental
counseling in Groningen.
Online teaching is a method that is not working for me, and I know online teaching
has Negatively impacted my study results.”

Anonymous - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“De BSA zorgt wel voor veel stress naar mijn mening. Door het online onderwijs is
het ontzettend moeilijk om het eerste jaar door te komen. Omdat je niet naar school
mag ken je eigenlijk helemaal niemand en heb je minder mensen om mee te praten
en om vragen aan te stellen. Een keiharde eis zoals de BSA levert nog meer stress
bovenop wat al een stressvol jaar is.”

Anonymous - International and European Law
“At first, it was great. I was extremely motivated to put in 200% of my motivation.
However after a few weeks I have been feeling very down and stressed because of
the University stress and private life issues adding up with the corona virus and the
lockdowns. I have thought of quitting the study multiple times because these times
just seem too exhausting and stressful for me to continue.”
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Rechtsgeleerdheid
“Het onderwijs dit jaar brengt extra obstakels met zich mee door het coronavirus.
Naar mijn mening moeten deze gevolgen voor studenten niet onderschat worden en
zou dit ook meegenomen moeten worden in het halen van je BSA. Aangezien alles
online gedaan wordt, is de afstand met de studie ook merkbaar groter. Doordat je
niks fysieks hebt, is er minder stimulans en mis je het gevoel van studeren. Dit is niet
bevorderlijk voor je BSA. Doordat dit wel gehaald moet worden, zorgt dat voor extra
stress en druk naast de zorgen rondom COVID.”

Anonymous - International and European law
“I have been under a lot of stress during the COVID situation. I’m in Groningen in my
own apartment, I have no possible way to socialise, and I am being forced to sit
infront of a screen for 6-8 hours a day if I want to pass. They always say “go out and
do some exercise” but when u study from 9 in the morning till 5-7 at night, you have
no time or energy to go out. So yeah, I think considering the whole situation BSA is
putting a lot of stress on me”

Bram - Rechten
“Door weinig interactie met leraren en studiegenoten, heb ik het gevoel dat ik er
alleen voor sta en moeilijker vragen kan stellen. Heb ook het gevoel dat het
onderwijs van mindere kwaliteit is dit jaar.”

Anonymous - Rechten
“BSA zorgt voor onwijs veel stres, boven op de stres die je sowieso al hebt door het
virus! Thuis studeren is niet voor iedereen weggelegd en is ontzettend lastig,
waardoor voorbereiden voor tentamens ook minder goed gaat.”

Valeria - International and European law
“Online studying is very different from because we cannot interact with each other,
the discussions are more limited and a lot of my peers are in not pleasant
environment. The lockdown means that 6-7 people are living under the same roof
and using the same WiFi which can be stressful especially for first years when our
head is a mess and trying to figure out how to do the assignments. In my situation in
the first three weeks of the second block I didn’t have internet because of some
issues the forth week I didn’t have electricity because I am living in a village and
sometimes we don’t have electricity for hours.”

Laoise - International & European Law
“Online education is a new experience for everyone, including our professors and it
is clear that some are struggling or not teaching to their usual high standard, this is
resulting in a worse education with exams of the same level as previous years. Exam
questions have also been changed quite a lot from other years and we do not know
what to expect going into them. Mentally this year has been quite tough for
everyone, students studying from home are suffering. Particularly students with any
mental health problems or mental disabilities. I have ADHD and find online classes
and exams very difficult.”
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Kate - International & European Law
“I have experienced that the student life due to the corona regulations is a lot more
difficult than I had anticipated. I have found, however, that the lack of freedom, a
social life, and classes in person have created an extremely challenging environment
for me. Even though I work very hard to do the best I can and to pass everything, I
am not doing as well as I am used to. I work in my room all day because there is no
other place for me to study, and feel suffocated. It’s affecting my performance and
adding to the stress of having to get certain BSA. I hope that the BSA requirements
could be relaxed so that my mental health and quality of life can be as good as they
can be in these circumstances.”

Wilde - International and European Law
“I don’t have a lot to say other than that it’s a major stress factor. It’s extremely
difficult studying 100% online by ourselves in our rooms with barely any social life.
Studying in the same environment as where you eat and sleep is difficult and the
BSA just makes it even harder when you already feel like just passing is difficult.”

Anonymous - International and European Law
“Honestly, it’s stressing me out so much. Especially when considering the hardships
of studying in the same environment you’re expected to relax and recover in. It
makes it impossible to do both to its full capacity that is needed to succeed in uni the
way you want to. University pressure is good, in a normal environment, but the
added stress of outside triggers (deaths, financial problems) that are exponentially
worse than previously, is not ideal.”

Anonymous - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“Ik merk dat ik het lastig vind om echt grip op dit jaar te krijgen. Weinig fysiek contact
waardoor je dan zonder echt contact wel druk voelt voor de punten.”

Anonymous - International and European Law
“The BSA stresses me every waking hour. If you’re stuck at home all day with
nothing to do, everyone thinks that we have so much more time to dedicate to
studying now and it should be all fine. But I’ve lost motivation, my curiosity to study
and overall I can’t even concentrate on what I’m studying. It’s a non-stop routine at
home. I can’t see my friends, I can’t go outside, I can’t do anything. I used to love
studying and reading, but now I just can’t force myself to do that some days. There is
so much more pressure now and I’ve already had more anxiety attacks than I can
count. I’m depressed, lonely, tired and exhausted. Please, for the sake of your
students, please try to reconsider what you’re expecting from us this year. I was so
excited for university, but I feel like I’ve been actually forcing myself to study
non-stop because of the BSA.”

Anonymous - Rechten
“met online les is de motivatie opbrengen om uit bed te komen en te functioneren al
kapot laag, en daar helpt de dreiging niet bij dat je na 15 studiepunten gemist al een
heel jaar hebt weggegooid. ik doe t nu nog ok naar de omstandigheden maar covid
is morgen niet klaar. wat minder stress zou erg welkom zijn”
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Lieve - Law
“It's pretty stressful to know that there is a chance I won't be returning to the
university next year because of the BSA. I love Groningen and I want to stay here
very badly, but now with corona and all the classes aren't as good as they once
were. So we are definitely doing out best, I am! And I will try to get my P this year,
but there is a chance that won't happen and I am okay with that, but I'm not okay
with the idea I would have to leave Groningen because the uni wasn't able to teach
me as good as they have thought students throughout the years, now because of
corona. “

Anonymous - LLB International and European Law
“It is hard to find the time and place to focus exclusively on studying for exams. My
siblings can be quite loud since kindergartens are closed. The BSA is increasingly
worrying me.”

Anonymous - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“Het zou wat meer ademruimte geven als de BSA eraf zou gaan. De coronatijd
brengt veel stress met zich mee.”

Anonymous - International and European Law
“I feel like it is an unnecessary burden taking into consideration the circumstances. I
am one of the students who really likes their field of study but is most likely not to
pass the BSA despite all the work invested. I am struggling very much with this
system of online studying, especially because I am in my first year. “

Chirpalov - International and European Law
“BSA adds the struggle to my student life. Before COVID-19 crisis studying was
much easier as any questions could have been asked at any point directly to
lecturer, now, if those questions do not appear during the lecture, the only way is via
e-mail, which takes more time for the understandable reasons. Besides, the whole
new online learning environment for a student who just joined the University seemed
to me odd and unfamiliar, which brought a great struggle to the first block and did not
allow me to study on the level I could.”

Anonymous - Rechten
“It causes me a great deal of stress, because education is completely different from
previous years. Examinations are different and I think the BSA should not be there
with this different education.”

Anonymous - Rechten
“Normaal gesproken zou ik een BSA van 45 van de 60 studiepunten redelijk vinden
en geheel begrijpen. Nu alles anders is door corona zijn er geen fysieke colleges, is
er minder contact tussen studenten onderling maar ook vooral tussen studenten en
professoren. Dit maakt het lastiger om te weten bij wie je moet zijn met bepaalde
vragen en bemoeilijkt de hele situatie. Ondanks dat ik vindt dat de RUG goed
omgaat met onderwijs in combinatie met corona merk ik wel dat het BSA mij stress
oplevert. De studie lijkt op dit moment meer op een zelfstudie waarbij discussies of
gesprekken voeren over een onderwerp of simpelweg vragen stellen wel lastig is of
zelfs niet mogelijk. Hierdoor stress ik wel of ik alle tentamens wel ga halen en of ik
daardoor mijn BSA wel haal en door kan naar jaar twee.”
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Anonymous - International & European Law
“Even though I passed all of the courses of my first block, unfortunately I got covid
the second block and I was very sick for 3 weeks, I couldn’t study or even watch
some of my lectures. I can still feel the consequences of Covid 3 weeks later.
Adding to that my whole family got covid now and I have to take care of them while
studying for my upcoming exams exams.”

Anonymous - Rechten
“I think its unfair if you look at HBO-students (dont know how you call it in english)
and it gives me stress”

Anonymous - Rechten
“Het is soms lastig om motivatie te vinden om te gaan studeren als je alleen maar
thuis zit. Dit is natuurlijk niet bevorderlijk voor de studie Rechten. Er is minder ruimte
om vragen te stellen en je wordt eigenlijk alleen maar op jezelf aangewezen. Ik weet
dat een universitaire studie vooral veel zelfstudie is, maar als je alleen maar thuis zit
is het soms lastig om aan het werk te gaan. Dit gaat makkelijker als je gewoon in
een schoolritme zit. Daarom vind ik dat er misschien een aanpassing moet komen
aan het aantal punten van het BSA gezien de huidige situatie.”

Lily-Frank - International & European Law
“i've got a psychological disorder called Trichotillomania for about eleven years now.
this causes me to pull my hair out, especially in times of stress or high tension. this
was the min reasons for me to shave my head last semester, to minimalize the urge
as much as possible.
going out and about distracts me, but with the pandemic making us stay inside as
much as possible, my hair-pulling tendencies kept getting higher. online classes, and
in particular the exams, are thus harder for me than going to actual class, which
would shift my focus off of the pulling, and more towards my studies. i can just stand
in the middle of my room as pull my hair out for 20 minutes, without noticing. even
though this is not the best thing either, but at least it is not me getting lost in pulling
my hair during my Law and Academic Skills exam, and failing, which happened last
semester. though i’ll be resitting that exam, my trichotillomania is not even remotely
cured. Keeping the BSA as it is, would be a shame towards lots of first year
students who are negatively mentally affected by this global pandemic.”

Anonymous - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“Het geeft enorm veel stress, omdat het thuis studeren al enige concentratie en
motivatie meebrengt.”

Björn - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“De studie volgen naast mijn werk in gezondheidszorg is alsof ik twee voltijd banen
werk momenteel. De stress is ongelooflijk en onvermijdelijk. Ik heb mijn eerste
periode helaas niet mogen behalen met 1/100e punt. De lessen zijn online, de
mensen fictief en de studie volledig thuis. Even ub’en of ergens studeren ter
bevordering van de concentratie is er niet bij. Van nature ben ik vrij snel afgeleid en
dat waren juist mijn manieren om te studeren. Waar ik voorheen op hbo-rechten
behoorlijke cijfers haalde kom ik er nu met veel tegenslagen niet eens doorheen. En
de BSA norm hangt als een heet ijzer boven mijn hoofd. “
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Anonymous - International and European Law
“I really like what I am studying, and at first I thought that the BSA would measure
one’s motivation in a good way. However, this year is completely different. It is so
difficult to study all online, in a lockdown and in the middle of a pandemic. I keep
getting headaches. I and other students that I know have experienced severe
symptoms of stress, even throwing up. How can one say that this is not affecting our
studies or cause any study delay, when we are in a pandemic? I worry about my
health and my family’s health. The BSA is not measuring our motivation for our
studies, rather only causing extra stress. Any on us or our loved ones could die or
get badly sick, so how can we be expected to study like nothing is wrong? This is
truly unfair.”

Richard - International and European Law
“As a first-year student at the university during the Coronavirus pandemic, I was and
still am experience some troubles during my studies. The lack of motivation and my
mental health are making my student life quite challenging. The BSA is unfortunately
not helping these issues because it adds more pressure and even fear. Even though
as the criteria for my course are not unachievable, I do feel it should be revised as
many students, including me, are experiencing hardships as a result of it. Although
the university has done an incredible job in creating the online learning environment,
I do feel that the BSA could be more relaxed this year due to the unfortunate
circumstances of this pandemic. I strongly believe that I as well as many other
students would perform much better on exams and in courses if the BSA would be
fairly loosened due to the circumstances we are experiencing.”

Anonymous - Law
“Vrij stressvol , heb het gevoel dat ik niet optimaal les krijg en daardoor dingen mis.
Ook het contact tussen docent en leerling is erg slecht. Hierdoor haal ik wellicht
lagere cijfers en krijg ik stress over mijn bsa”

Rixt - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“Door dit collegejaar thuis te zitten, nauwelijks medestudenten te zien en online les
te hebben, heb ik steeds minder het gevoel dat ik aan het studeren ben. Daardoor
kan ik geen motivatie vinden om te studeren en leer ik voor mijn gevoel te weinig. Ik
kan de tentamens misschien net halen, maar ik zit absoluut niet zo diep in de stof als
ik zou willen. Ik ervaar veel stress voor het behalen van het BSA, omdat ik dus
vastloop met studeren, terwijl ik de studie wel heel graag in Groningen zou willen
blijven doen. Het zou jammer zijn dat ik ‘door Corona’ mijn BSA niet haal en
daardoor een andere studie moet kiezen, terwijl mijn ambities bij rechten liggen.”

Autumn - International & European Law
“I am struggling with the online format of classes and exams this year, and find that
my learning experience has greatly deteriorated since before corona. The BSA is an
extra stress factor that brings me lots of worry, as I am uncertain if I will be able to
pass it or not thanks to my experiences with online class. I have not had a single in
person class this whole year and am greatly suffering from it.”
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Anonymous - International & European Law
“The BSA has caused additional stress on top of the stress caused by the pandemic
restrictions. Although I am very happy with how my faculty has approach online
learning and they are really trying their best, I still think that it is no replacement for in
person teaching. I have passed my first block courses so am on track to meet the
BSA requirement, however, considering that exams are online I am not as confident
as I think I would be if they were in person (online exams are shorter despite the
exam content being basically the same). If the BSA is lifted then this would definitely
reduce the pressure that is put on first year students that already are having a hard
time as they are entering university style learning that is done online.”

Anonymous - Law
“(Nederlands) Stressvol! Door noodgewongen thuis te moeten leren is het lastiger
om de stof echt tot me te nemen lijkt het. Wanneer ik normaal gesproken in de les zit
en actief meedoe, lijkt het alsof ik veel meer op kan pikken. Daarnaast is mijn
motivatie ook een heel stuk minder, en ik heb studiegenoten die dit ook zo ervaren.
Dit kan ook een extra effect hebben op de prestaties. Voor de rest heb ik niet het
gevoel dat de lockdown mij echt beperkt in mijn kunnen, maar mij lijkt het wel redelijk
als we op een manier tegemoet worden gekomen door de RUG.”

Anonymous - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“tot nu toe heb ik alles gehaald. Er zijn nog 3 blokken waarin tentamens gemaakt
moeten worden. Stel dat ik een tentamen niet haal, kan dat mij al 10 punten schelen
en weet ik honderd procent zeker dat ik de bsa druk ga voelen. Momenteel is het
heel zwaar voor mij om constant in m'n eentje les te volgen en ik hoor van oudere
studenten dat wij veel meer moeten doen. Hierdoor wordt de druk hoger en al
helemaal wanneer het erom spant of je een positief advies krijgt of niet.”

Suraj - International and European Law
“I have personally been very stressed for multiple reasons, I am a non-EU student,
thus, BSA has added to the stress of immigration and moving countries as alongside
the immigration process I must keep up with my ECTs. Currently I am still in my
home country which is 7 hours ahead of the Netherlands which has had a very
detrimental effect on my sleep schedule. I stay awake till 4am UTC +8 studying to
keep up with the recommended 8 hours of study, alongside staying awake for some
of the classes that occur later in the day. Overall, in my opinion the BSA has given
me a sense of anxiety and a bit of fear due to the lack of focus and motivation cause
by the lockdown in my country and online schooling, I am afraid I may fall behind and
not meet the BSA requirements.”

Anonymous - Law
“I've never been more stressed in my entire life the first period. My first test was
worth 10 credits and if I didn't get that, I had to leave uni because of the bsa (45
points).”

Anonymous - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“Onjuist toegepast. Door de druk en andere wijze van studeren is het lastig om
zonder stress alles bij te houden. Ik zie het BSA graag verplaatst naar het tweede
jaar zoals het op hogescholen is toegepast.”
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Anonymous - International and European Law
“I have struggled greatly with starting university, I have not settled in well as
everything feels so impersonal. At the very first moment I struggled to keep up with
online classes as I felt as if there was absolutely no accountability which is a huge
motivation factor to me. I lack motivation to maintain a routine. I live in student
housing, my friends live here too and due to the fact that everything is closed and the
weather is so cold I almost never leave my housing which causes me to feel greatly
unbalanced. The pandemic has caused great anxiety and stress, and extreme
dissociation and has really affected my studies. I am involved in various committees
here in Groningen, and in secondary school where I was present in school every
single day, this was a huge form of motivation to stay on track however because it is
all online, it is no longer motivating me. I did well in school and was truly an avid
learner but now I genuinely can’t sit down and study. I truly love my degree and find
it so interesting but I’m seriously struggling to find any motivation. As many students
are saying now as a result of Covid 19, university feels optional and not even real in
a sense. I want to get help but don’t know how to. “

Anonymous - law
“Ik en medestudenten vinden het nogal oneerlijk dat wij als WO wel een BSA hebben
en het HBO Niet.”

Julian - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“extra druk op het presteren.”

Anonymous - International and European Law
“Truthfully I have been struggling with my studies since the beginning of the year in
September. Covid 19 has resulted in all my classes being done online and as such
learning the necessary materials has not been very doable due to the lack of
connection with the lecturer and fellow students which has been hindering my
personal learning. As such I except that my BSA won't be very positive and this does
not feel just, given the uncontrollable circumstances brought on by Covid. Also it is
worth mentioning that the pressure on the wifi in student housing due to massive
increase of use and the general inability to seek other spaces for study on campus or
elsewhere has contributed considerably to mine and other peoples fall in grades and
work quality in these trying times. Thank you for listening.”

Anonymous - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“I personally do not experience such a struggle with obtaining a positive BSA,
however I can imagine for others just like myself coming out of high school, can
experience extremely stressful times when 4-6 grades dictate whether they can
continue their studies. Especially with the situation that we are now in where it is just
extremely hard to focus given the fact that you are in the same environment 24-7.
Therefore I believe that for this year, an exception should be made on the BSA,
especially when even our prime-minister on numerous occasions repeats that we
just experienced an exceptional year, with barely any positives to look back on.”
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Anonymous - International and European Law
“I think that it is an additional worry for myself and I daresay most of my fellow first
year classmates. This scholastic year has been unprecedented on so many levels
with restrictions constantly changing, and online learning has definitely been a
difficult adjustment. Of course I understand that the faculty could not host in-person
learning due to the virus, yet I would appreciate some form of leeway. We are not
receiving normal education this year, so I believe that it would be unfair to hold us to
normal standards. Personally, I need 45 points to receive a positive BSA. I currently
hold 15 points, as I’ve only done one round of exams but I’m due to sit more next
week. This means that on paper, I’m on a good track of achieving 45, but I’m
nervous about future exams. This is because the first exams were rather basic and
introductory, but as we progress, the courses naturally get more difficult yet I’m not
receiving any classroom environments due to the situation. Because of all this, I
support abolishing the BSA this year. I think it would greatly ease a lot of our
anxieties. Thank you for giving me the opportunity to use my voice.”

Anonymous - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“Ik heb veel stress vanwege de online lessen. Ik kan me thuis niet concentreren en
vanwege COVID was het niet altijd mogelijk om naar de UB te gaan en goed te
kunnen leren. Dit samen met de BSA maakt het dit jaar extra lastig voor mij en vele
andere studenten. Als ik met medestudenten hier over spreek dan merk ik dat mijn
mening vaak lijkt op die van anderen.”

Frederika Hendrina - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“Het geeft wel stress. Je wilt toch graag voldoende punten halen, maar doordat je
alleen thuis zit is het moeilijk om te peilen hoe je ervoor staat. Je kan niet echt
vergelijken.”

Anonymous - International & European Law
“The BSA this year is quite challenging, mainly because I'm doing my first year
online. For instance if I study a course and I don't understand some concept it is
quite hard to grasp it because some concept takes time and I feel most of the time
despite the lectures and tutorials that I am teaching myself and I'm not sure if I am
doing it right. The best way for me to study effectively is for me to study in a school
institution (but of course I understand that is not possible now) and with the help of
the lecturer in person whereby if I don't understand something they can help me
effectively (tutors). With that my grades can definitely upgrade. In general the first
year hasn't been that easy because of the corona crisis.”

Isa - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“Een BSA is sowieso al stressvol maar nu de kwaliteit van het onderwijs door de
corona crisis minder is geworden is het nog stressvoller.”

Anonymous - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“Door de Corona maatregelen hebben wij al studenten meer stress dan normaal.
Ons gehele sociale leven vervalt. Doordat we nu voornamelijk thuis zitten is er een
lagere motivatie dan normaal om te beginnen aan de studie. Mede omdat we vooral
opgenomen college s hebben ipv live lessen. Daarom zou het erg fijn zijn als de BSA
voor komend jaar (gedeeltelijk) vervalt.”
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Anonymous - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“Ik heb al een stuk minder concentratie door het vele thuis zijn en we hebben geen
een fysieke les gehad dus hierdoor ligt de druk heel hoog voor het halen van het bsa
en zorgt dit voor stress”

Anonymous - International and European Law
“Genuinely scared because I find studying online really difficult and most of the
material is harder to be understood behind a screen with no face-to-face interactions.
So far, my BSA is negative.”

Anonymous - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“Heel erg stressvol. Ik zit dag in dag uit op mn kamer te studeren en voor de
tentamens alleen maar stampen om dit jaar te halen zodat ik niet hoef te stoppen.”

Anonymous - International and European Law
“I have gotten into deep depression because of the measures taken to prevent the
spread of the virus. I am still currently looking for a GP in the Netherlands, who can
put me on a waiting list for therapy. The epidemic we’ve been facing for almost a
year now is in no way an excuse, but it has not relieved the stress either.”

Anonymous - International and European law
“Because of the pandemic and lockdown(s) I’m suffering mentally, deppresive
thoughts and feelings on which I’m working on but also loneliness and anxiety about
my study achievements. Online school costs more energy and discipline and is very
different in a negative way from the regular situation. Because of this it is very
difficult to require the same performance of students in a situation that doesn’t
benefit them in anyway, because personally I don’t know anybody who’s feeling the
same or better than usual and the same goes for their academic achievements.”

Anonymous - International and European law
“As it was a new thing to me and still is | consider the BSA to be another factor of
stress. Which would be perfectly understandable during a normal university year,
unfortunately this year was not normal at all and the Corona crisis played a crucial
role in making this year one of the hardest in my life. With so many problems to think
about such as my health, my family's health, the fact that I came to a new country
and I am not sure if it is okay or safe to stay here, it was difficult to focus primarily on
the school and so I failed my first exam. I am about to retake it and this time study
harder and pass it. However, I know that there are many students in my situation,
clever ones that failed because of this Corona crisis.”

Anonymous - International and European law
“Coming from a non -EU country, the shift in teaching methods and learning was
huge and expected, but the online mode along with the ongoing pandemic made it
even more difficult. This along with the constant lingering fear of BSA has induced
quite a number of panic attacks and worsened my anxiety.”
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Zuzanna - International and European law
“Under normal conditions I would be a strong supporter of the BSA system. I believe
that it is a very good way of doing the selection of students that are suitable for the
program and are committed to studying in general. However this and previous years
are different for all of us - both students and the lectures. It takes time to adjust to
new technologies and thus new teaching methods, but it also takes time. I personally
found it very difficult, mainly mentally, to study fully online. It can be hard sometimes
to motivate to keep going when you are just by yourself. In general living alone, in a
foreign country, without any onsite classes can be very tiring mentally.”

Anonymous - International and European Law
“It has been my main concern and fear over the course of my studies. We have been
told that there may not be resists of exams in some classes, as the danger of fraud
being committed is too big. It’s been also hard to stay in my room the whole day and
not being able to visit a library and go outside.”

Aleksandra - International and European Law
“I started the year hopeful, but as I got to Groningen my accommodation situation
turned into chaos(threats, arguments, electricity nearly turned off, unannounced
agency visits, ignored by landlord, gas leak, lawyers involved, etc.) It all bears on my
shoulders. Unfortunately I failed one of my exams, although I gave it my all. Things
got worse, I couldn’t go back home to Ireland so my uncle had to collect me, bring
me to Poland to live with my grandparents. It got lonely but I can’t complain. About
two weeks ago my grandparents got covid, ever since I’ve been taking care of them
whilst most likely nearly having covid myself(I’ve symptoms). This still continues but
I’m trying my best to study for long hours every day with the exams coming up. I
want to do well, I was never a girl who failed her schoolwork. I applied for the
counselling service at university and was indeed accepted, but got an email saying
that my state is bad and I should seek long term treatment ASAP. Unfortunately
since I’m financing my own way through university, I don’t have the funds to afford
counselling. I don’t want to be thrown out of university, and so the BSA stresses me
a lot.”

Anonymous - Rechten
“Door de online lessen vind ik het erg stressvol en ligt de lat erg hoog.”

Wieger - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“Het is moeilijk om in een jaar als deze met alle limitaties door fysieke en mentale
klachten, minimaal sociaal contact en stress om een studie te beginnen.  het
coronavirus heeft het eerste halfjaar van onze studie dusdanig heeft belemmerd.
Vorig jaar bent u coulant geweest voor iedereen. Wij vragen u dat weer te doen!”

Anonymous - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“Door Corona zit je veel thuis, hier heb je veel afleiding. Al helemaal nu de ub ook
dicht is. Vind dit heel lastig.”

Anonymous - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“I only have online classes, I’ve only seen my class once. I experience a lot of
loneliness and stress, and the bsa only gives me more stress and anxiety.”
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Albert - Rechten
“Dit jaar geen BSA.”

Anonymous - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“There were a lot of online classes. That means you really need to have discipline.
You decide when you follow classes, make homework etc. If you don't follow classes
etc you barely notice you have school.”

Anonymous - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“I think its unfair if you look at HBO-students (don't know how you call it in english)
and it gives me stress”

Kate - International and European Law
“I have experienced that the student life due to the corona regulations is a lot more
difficult than I had anticipated. I have found, however, that the lack of freedom, a
social life, and classes in person have created an extremely challenging environment
for me. Even though I work very hard to do the best I can and to pass everything, I
am not doing as well as I am used to. I work in my room all day because there is no
other place for me to study, and feel suffocated. It’s affecting my performance and
adding to the stress of having to get certain BSA. I hope that the BSA requirements
could be relaxed so that my mental health and quality of life can be as good as they
can be in these circumstances.”

Muhammad - International and European law
"Although I am trying my very best to fulfill the BSA requirement this year, I know this
school year due to the COVID-19 crisis it is hard (but still possible) to achieve. In my
opinion, online education is just not as effective and feasible as offline teaching.
Moreover in my case, I am staying in Indonesia for the first semester and we’re
currently 6 hours ahead of Groningen time. Having tutorials sometimes until 11 pm is
just very tiring and exhausting, both physically and mentally. I do not think it’s a
proper way to learn. In addition to that, staring at a computer screen for hours
resulted in my shortsightedness to worsen. Not to mention that most of my aunts and
uncles, to which I am very closed with, are COVID-19 front-liners (doctors), I am
always worried about their safety every single day. One of my aunts even got
infected by COVID-19!
With all these conditions I’m encountering, I feel that I am not at my best (or peak)
condition. This resulted in me having anxiety of not passing the BSA, even until
having nightmares and sweat because of it. As mentioned earlier, I will try my very
best to earn all 60 ECTS in the first year. But simply lowering the BSA to 30 ECTS or
even cancelling the BSA as a whole for this academic year will definitely have a
positive impact on my mental health (no more anxiety), resulting in me performing
better academically (no more pressure)."

Anonymous - International and European Law
“This has been so stressful for me recently. I’ve been home struggling with mental
health issues, and getting on my computer is the hardest thing to do during the
daytime. I also wake up with sore eyes and I generally struggle through a lot! So this
BSA has just been making my mental health worse, I physically can’t keep up. In
normal circumstances I could’ve but staying home has really darkened my life.”
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Anonymous - Law
“Wel stressvol zon bsa, helemaal door de corona”

Rixt - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“Door dit collegejaar thuis te zitten, nauwelijks medestudenten te zien en online les
te hebben, heb ik steeds minder het gevoel dat ik aan het studeren ben. Daardoor
kan ik geen motivatie vinden om te studeren en leer ik voor mijn gevoel te weinig. Ik
kan de tentamens misschien net halen, maar ik zit absoluut niet zo diep in de stof als
ik zou willen. Ik ervaar veel stress voor het behalen van het BSA, omdat ik dus
vastloop met studeren, terwijl ik de studie wel heel graag in Groningen zou willen
blijven doen. Het zou jammer zijn dat ik ‘door Corona’ mijn BSA niet haal en
daardoor een andere studie moet kiezen, terwijl mijn ambities bij rechten liggen.”

Anonymous - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“Ik merk dat ik door corona veel meer achterloop dan normaal, omdat ik geen
normaal ritme heb. Ook is studeren veel minder leuk omdat je haast geen contact
met anderen heb, hierdoor is de motivatie ook minder!”

Anonymous - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“Until now it goes well, I've only had two exams and passed both with a quite good
mark. I think as a law student I've a relative easy situation with everything online,
because law is normally also with a lot of self study, I can't compare it with other
years because this is my first year at university, but I think I'll pass my BSA of 45
points this year. I don't experience a lot of stress by the BSA, I think it's a good
motivation. I understand if people do experience more stress, or if they think it's
harder because everything is online, but personally I don't experience that.”

Anonymous - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“I think, with this different kind of education and the lack of assistance from the
faculty/university, it makes it way more difficult for me to achieve the 45 points that
are obligatory for the BSA. I have studied another subject before, when everything
was “normal”, and I did manage to achieve my BSA then. I can compare those two
experiences and I can say for myself that it is really an issue this year. I would really
appreciate it if this would be taken into consideration.”

Anonymous - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“I've never been more stressed in my entire life the first period. My first test was
worth 10 credits and if I didn't get that, I had to leave uni because of the bsa (45
points).”

Anonymous - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“Ik heb veel stress vanwege de online lessen. Ik kan me thuis niet concentreren en
vanwege COVID was het niet altijd mogelijk om naar de UB te gaan en goed te
kunnen leren. Dit samen met de BSA maakt het dit jaar extra lastig voor mij en vele
andere studenten. Als ik met medestudenten hier over spreek dan merk ik dat mijn
mening vaak lijkt op die van anderen.”
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Juri - International & European Law
“Overall I have been very content with all the support we students recieved to
prepare the best way possible for the exams with the professors trying their best to
be available for any questions or doubts, the provided mock exams etc. However, to
be honest, so far I have been pretty stressed about the grades at uni, especially
because I find it super hard to self-evaluate and assess at what level my knowledge
and skills are compared to my fellow students, given I only know my peers from
zoom classes.”

Ruben - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“Het BSA, is in zekere zin wel een soort stok achter de deur maar ik merk zeker dat
mijn motivatie, door onder andere corona, minder is. Ook mis ik het sociale contact
van school waardoor het moeilijker is om gemotiveerd te blijven en de dingen te
doen voor school.”

Anonymous - Law
“Door de online colleges kan ik mij minder goed focussen en heb ik weinig contact
met mijn medestudenten waardoor ik veel ondersteuning mis.”

Mauro - International and European Law
“The crisis derived from the Covid pandemic has been quite hard for everyone. It has
been, however, more challenging for us students since it has, for the most part,
ruined our expectations of our first year at university. Added to the emotional distress
caused by lockdowns and the fear of getting infected, the BSA is currently too big of
a burden for first year students to carry. This situation has not been easy and the
university should therefore definitely consider changing the BSA requirements for the
time being.”

Anonymous - International & European Law
“Extremely stressful”

Sanne - Rechten
“Het feit dat het niet mogelijk is om even gauw bij een docent aan te kloppen bij de
fysieke lessen wanneer er vragen zijn zorgt ervoor dat ik voor m’n tentamens meer
stress ervaar. Via de mail kan vragen stellen wel, maar dit is vaak toch onduidelijker.
Verder vind ik de online colleges prima te volgen en ervaar ik geen extra stress van
het thuis studeren.”

Anonymous - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“De BSA zorgt wel voor veel stress naar mijn mening. Door het online onderwijs is
het ontzettend moeilijk om het eerste jaar door te komen. Omdat je niet naar school
mag ken je eigenlijk helemaal niemand en heb je minder mensen om mee te praten
en om vragen aan te stellen. Een keiharde eis zoals de BSA levert nog meer stress
bovenop wat al een stressvol jaar is.”

Isa - Rechtsgeleerdheid
“Een BSA is sowieso al stressvol maar nu de kwaliteit van het onderwijs door de
corona crisis minder is geworden is het nog stressvoller”
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Medical Sciences

Anonymous - Bewegingswetenschappen
“Vanwege de Corona-crisis wordt van alle studenten verwacht dat ze thuis hun
(werk)colleges en practica volgen. Persoonlijk vind ik dit best lastig. De concentratie
en motivatie is heel vaak ver te zoeken. Ook worden de colleges simpelweg
gegeven door docenten die in opgenomen video’s verveeld tegen een scherm zitten
te praten. Tijdens zulke colleges worden de feiten opgerakeld en daar moeten we
het 5 uur per dag mee doen. Bij mij op de studie is aangegeven dat bepaalde video’s
niet opgenomen worden als er niet genoeg studenten bij de bespreking van de
lesstof aanwezig zijn. Dit vind ik echt niet kunnen, want ook voor de nieuwe
studenten is ‘thuis studeren’ nieuw (en zeker niet ideaal). Bij de online-tentamens is
het heel lastig dat als je eenmaal antwoord hebt gegeven op de vraag, je niet meer
terug kan naar die vraag om je antwoord nog even te controleren o.i.d. Dit maakt
een tentamen lastiger, omdat je niet de kans krijgt om je tentamen zoals gewoonlijk
te maken.
Aangezien een heleboel factoren van de studie niet zoals gewoonlijk kunnen worden
uitgevoerd, is het ook niet helemaal fair om alle studenten te beoordelen vanuit het
‘normale’ perspectief.”

Anonymous - Geneeskunde
“In my experience the coronavirus influences my study. I think starting a new year in
a new city without any physical events is extremely difficult. It feels like you are alone
and you hardly know any other students from my programme. Because of this there
is no one to quickly ask a question to, or someone to speak about your struggles. I
also think the lack of physical events influences my motivation and it negatively
affects my study behavior and results”

Anonymous - Medicine
“Very stressfull in addition to the online lectures, exams with covid measures and
less contact with other students to talk about it”

Nick - Geneeskunde
“BSA is giving me a lot of stress, because studying for the first year in my life, while
all of the education is online, i feel like i’m thrown in the deep.”

Laila - Geneeskunde
“Het geeft mij heel erg veel stress. Ik kan mij lastig concentreren door weg vallen van
cmb/ub. Door corona in het onderwijs kwaliteit verminderd. Door alle beperkingen
ontremd corona ervaar ik mentaal ook veel belasting en stress waarbij mijn bsa ook
veel stress veroorzaakt.”

Anonymous
“It causes a lot of stress”

Anonymous
“tot nu toe heb ik er niet veel problemen mee, heb de eerste 15 studiepunten binnen.
ik ben wel bang dat ik er later dit jaar misschien in de problemen mee zou kunnen
komen, het geeft wel een extra stress.”
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Anonymous - Bewegingswetenschappen
“Uitdagend en zorgt wel voor stress, maar zorgt aan de andere kant ook wel voor
motivatie.”

Anonymous - Medicine
“Medicine is a challenging course to begin with, but taking away practical education
and even physical lectures has made it more difficult for me to achieve the grades I
was hoping to. Though i recognize they are doing their best, I do not think that online
education is anywhere close as high quality as it would be normally. not only due to
lack of motivation and added stress, but because an online lecture will never equate
to a physical one, and lack of anatomy practicals means we cannot gain the same
knowledge as we should.”

Anonymous - Medicine
“we started the year online half confused half excited. I live in a small student dorm
room and I found myself constantly feeling trapped, anxious and depressed as I am
stuck there all day with minimal social interaction. At times it didn't even feel like i
was going to uni.  This of course reflects on my grades, and the fact that i may have
to give up in march because of BSA makes it even worse. It makes me feel like all
my effort was for nothing. I hope the faculty is understanding of this situation.”

Bauke - Geneeskunde
“Ik ben dit jaar begonnen met studeren aan de universiteit en ben begonnen met de
studie geneeskunde. Om deze reden ben ik dit jaar uit huis gegaan en in Groningen
gaan wonen. Dit was natuurlijk waanzinnig wennen en daar leidde mijn studie in het
begin ook soms onder. Gelukkig kon ik rust en focus in de CMB en in de UB vinden
om mij daar goed te focussen op de studie. Vorig jaar in vwo 6 studeerde ik ook al
erg vaak in de bibliotheek dus ik was erg blij dat dat hier ook kon. Vandaar dat,
ondanks de andere Corona omstandigheden, de eerste tentamens redelijk gingen,
maar nu de CBM en UB zijn gesloten, komt voor het eerst echt alles op mij zelf aan.
Ik moet zelf, elke dag, in mijn kamer gaan studeren. Dit valt mij erg zwaar. Ik vind het
moeilijk om mij de hele dag te concentreren in mijn kamertje. Zodra de CMB en UB
weer open kunnen, zal ik daar ook gelijk weer gebruik van maken, maar omdat dat
nu niet gaat door de Corona situatie, loop ik veel achterstand op met de stof. Hier
krijg ik veel stress van. Het feit dat ik misschien het eerste semester nu niet ga
halen, geeft mij nog eens meer er meer stress. Het zou mij (vooral mentaal) enorm
helpen als we uitstel kunnen krijgen voor onze BSA. Het zal erg veel (vooral
mentale) problemen voorkomen en de gehele situatie hopelijk een beetje verlichten.“

Rudmer - Medicine
“I find it very important to get a positive BSA for the study I absolutely love. I can't
imagine me studying anything else, that's why I worry about not passing the BSA
requirements. But with the pandemic I worry even more about actually getting a
positive BSA and being able to still study this next year. The pandemic has an
influence on me socially already, and to have this extra stressful impact on top of it is
in my opinion a bit much. I do worry about the quality control of the study without the
BSA though, which makes it difficult for me to decide between a BSA or not.”
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Rachel - Medicine
“Vorig jaar had ik al heel veel last van het BSA. Ben toen uiteindelijk gestopt met
mijn studie, omdat ik 0,08 tekort had op een “vak” waar je 17 punten voor kan halen.
Dit was heel erg balen. Uiteindelijk bleek dat je het BSA vorig jaar niet hoefde te
halen vanwege Corona. Ik vind dat het BSA sowieso een onnodige druk zet op
studenten in hun eerste jaar. Het is sowieso al erg zwaar en moeilijk om aan een
studie te beginnen. Het zou fijn zijn als het BSA (dit jaar in ieder geval) zou worden
afgeschaft, maar wel op tijd zodat studenten niet in zo’n zelfde situatie komen als ik.
Ben dit jaar opnieuw begonnen aan het eerste jaar van geneeskunde en het gaat
heel goed. Toch zal er een last van mijn schouders vallen als het BSA afgeschaft
wordt. Ik ken overigens veel studenten die vanwege het BSA moesten stoppen met
hun studie en het jaar daarop opnieuw moesten beginnen. Daarna ging het bij heb
ook beter en daarom voelt deze stop in je studie als erg onnodig.”

Anonymous - Bewegingswetenschappen
“Ik vind de BSA regeling heel demotiverend. Onderwijs op afstand werkt voor veel
leerlingen waaronder mijzelf niet waardoor het lastiger is om te focussen. En nu is
het eerste jaar al heel erg wennen omdat de vorm van toetsing heel anders is, met
de BSA regeling wordt er geen ruimte voor wennen gegeven. Als de eerste periode
wat minder is gegaan heeft dit gelijk grote gevolgen voor de rest van het jaar. Schaf
de BSA af zodat mensen gemotiveerd blijven om met de studie door te gaan!”

Finn - Bewegingswetenschappen
“pretty stressful since I might not pass it “

Nienke - Bewegingswetenschappen
“Het studeren thuis is heel vervelend, moeilijk om thuis te blijven focussen.
Daarnaast kan je niet studeren met andere studenten want het ook eenzaam maakt.
Samen studeren motiveert mij en dat kan nu helaas niet met Corona. Het BSA levert
wel extra stress tijdens de Corona situatie”

Anonymous - Bewegingswetenschappen
“Ik weet dat studenten absoluut niet de enige zijn die last hebben van de corona
crisis. Maar nu dat ik een eerstejaars ben met eigenlijk alleen maar colleges van
achter mijn computer is het soms erg lastig gemotiveerd te blijven en alles bij te
houden, op tijd te beginnen met leren voor tentamens die je ook alleen in je kamer
thuis maakt. Dat is voor mij persoonlijk af en toe best stressvol. Met daarbij de druk
die het BSA toch ook wel geeft wordt het naar mijn mening de eerstejaars nou niet
echt gemakkelijk gemaakt er een leuk begin van de studie te maken.”

Mandi - Medicine
“The BSA adds unnecessary extra stress to the student's lives. Most students that
start studying have ambition and their goal is also to pass. There is no need to add
the extra pressure of getting kicked out of your study after a year. The financial
burden of failing adds enough incentive to do your best. Students also work hard, but
the first year is an adjustment.  Some students need more time and there is nothing
wrong with that. I believe the extra stress to get your BSA actually causes some
students to perform badly and leads to them not reaching their BSA. Studying at
university level is very stressful. Students that study at university already have their
own goals and also want to succeed.”
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Luna - Medicine
“Studying completely independently at home is very difficult since it’s so different
from how we studied in high school. It can be very hard to stay motivated and to
keep up with all the material. I notice that my grades keep getting lower as the
months go by because I find it increasingly harder to continue studying this way
(isolated and everything online). This lead me to worry that I might not pass this
semester.”

Iza - Geneeskunde
“Ik denk dat het oneerlijk is om het BSA door te laten gaan; een deel van de
tentamens is bij ons online afgenomen, waar leerlingen de kans hebben gegrepen
om fraude te plegen. Hierdoor is onze norm flink aangescherpt en halen de mensen
die eerlijk hun toetsen hebben gemaakt veel lagere cijfers. Zonder COVID zouden
alle toetsen in de tentamenhal gemaakt worden en zou iedereen eerlijke cijfers
halen.”

Anonymous - Bewegingswetenschappen
“Ik volg dit jaar het eerste jaar opnieuw, omdat ik vorig jaar door medische
problemen het jaar niet kon afmaken. Hierdoor kan ik een goede vergelijking maken
met het onderwijs online. Een aantal van onze vakken voldoen echt niet aan de
maatstaven van wat we nodig hebben om onze tentamens te kunnen halen.
Vergeleken met afgelopen jaar leren we dit jaar heel weinig wat er echt toe doet. Een
voorbeeld is colleges die vorig jaar bij geneeskunde zijn opgenomen die nu voor
bewegingswetenschappen worden gebruikt, waar veel voor ons belangrijke stof
wordt overgeslagen en weinig ruimte is om de docent te benaderen voor
verduidelijking van de stof. We worden slecht geïnformeerd, online werkcolleges
over medische dingen voelen onwijs nutteloos en er is veel past van technische
problemen. Veel onderwijs gaat via p2go waar de livestream het vaker niet dan wel
heeft gedaan. Daarnaast zijn veel studenten hun sociale omgeving en uitlaatklep
kwijt waardoor het lastig is om goed te kunnen focussen. We hebben ook tijd nodig
om ons op onze eigen (mentale) gezondheid te richten en dit gaat niet altijd goed
samen met studie en hier heeft de universiteit weinig begrip voor. Als er vorig jaar
genoeg reden is gezien om het BSA af te schaffen, dan is dat dit jaar zeker nodig
met een heel jaar aan slecht georganiseerd online onderwijs.”

Lisa - Bewegingswetenschappen
“I don't think it is fair to maintain the BSA like you did in the past years. The reason
for that is that the quality (even though professors are trying their best) isn't as good
as it used to be. It is very hard to stay motivated during the lectures without anyone
around with whom you can discuss about the lessons, and for a first year (like me) it
is even harder because I had no idea what to do for the tests because we simply
don't have the interaction with the professors.”

Koen - Bewegingswetenschappen
“Het is heel moeilijk om via online lessen te volgen. Hulp vragen is erg moeilijk
aangezien je niet makkelijk kan doorvragen. Ook is het heel lastig om een hele dag
achter een scherm te zitten en video's te kijken om alle informatie voor de tentamens
te krijgen. Op een gegeven moment is het gwn niet meer mogelijk omdat je
concentratie weg is. Daardoor is het moeilijk om bij te blijven met het hoge tempo en
de moeilijk stof.”
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Anonymous - Bewegingswetenschappen
“Doordat bijna alle lessen online zijn kan je sommige vakken lastiger volgen.
Practica en werkcolleges zijn vaak ook online of worden helemaal geschrapt
waardoor je toch informatie kan missen omdat er minder interactie is. Dit zorgt
natuurlijk voor meer stress als je ook nog een bsa moet halen om met de studie door
te mogen. Daarnaast heb je minder steun van medestudenten omdat je weinig
contact kan maken en dus weinig mensen kent. Ook heb ik thuis soms last van
concentratie problemen omdat er veel meer afleidingen zijn en het ook wel
demotiverend is om de hele dag achter een laptop te zitten”

Anonymous - Bewegingswetenschappen
“Ik heb veel stress vanwege de online lessen. Ik kan me thuis niet concentreren en
vanwege COVID was het niet altijd mogelijk om naar de UB te gaan en goed te
kunnen leren. Dit samen met de BSA maakt het dit jaar extra lastig voor mij en vele
andere studenten. Als ik met medestudenten hier over spreek dan merk ik dat mijn
mening vaak lijkt op die van anderen.”

Anonymous - Geneeskunde
“They wouldn't go through with it. Lots of students can't concentrate on the online
lectures and can't focus good enough to study for their exams. The results just aren't
representative for the real capability of the students under normal circumstances. We
can do much better. They can't force people to stop with their study when they don't
reach the BSA because of this.”

Senja - Bewegingswetenschappen
“Ik verwacht dat BSA definitief wordt afgeschaft door het volgende kabinet, dus zie
geen rede om in deze situatie daar aan vast te houden. Verder kun je van alles
zeggen over dat het moeilijker is om online te studeren. Maar bedenk ook dat als
voor het eind van dit schooljaar we terug kunnen naar "normaal", niemand daar
meer aan gewend is. Dus ook dan blijft het voor onze lichting een tijdje moeilijker, wij
weten niet hoe we aantekeningen moeten maken zonder dat je een veel te snel
pratende docent op pauze kunt zetten. En daarnaast moeten wij dan de kans krijgen
al de gemiste feestjes in te kunnen halen van het afgelopen jaar zonder daar gestraft
voor te worden.”

Anonymous - Bewegingswetenschappen
“It’s especially the environment that makes the ambiance of school. Being at home,
alone and looking at your screen is very different than actually having the feeling that
you are in a class. Being in a classroom, with teachers and students, walking
through school, gives so much more real experience of being in high school. Being
there makes it real and being home feels like watching a video. Also, the live
streams often do not work. Therefore, I need to watch it back another time and this
piles up very fast and you can get lagged behind. Furthermore, I also have a lot
more concentration and motivation when I actually am present at school than when I
am at home alone.”
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Anonymous - Bewegingswetenschappen
“School zorgt voor de grootste stress factor in mijn leven. Helaas zie ik om me heen
veel jongeren die zelfmoord plegen, omdat het allemaal teveel wordt voor hun. Dit
heeft met veel dingen te maken, maar school is een grote reden waarom het teveel
wordt voor veel mensen mentaal. Ik vind dat er een oplossing voor moet komen, of
geen BSA of de BSA een beetje naar beneden EN goede mentale hulp voor de
mensen die het nodig hebben.”

Anonymous - Geneeskunde
“In my experience the coronavirus influences my study. I think starting a new year in
a new city without any physical events is extremely difficult. It feels like you are alone
and you hardly know any other students from my programme. Because of this there
is no one to quickly ask a question to, or someone to speak about your struggles. I
also think the lack of physical events influences my motivation and it negatively
affects my study behavior and results”
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Philosophy

Anonymous - Philosophy
“It hasn't even been on my mind, because most tutoring is online I find it hard to stay
in touch with the long-term goals.”

Anonymous - Philosophy
“It's been a huge stress factor in a times where I'm feeling down and unmotivated
due to the lockdowns.”

Folkert - Philosophy
“It's stressful that everything is online it makes it had to follow so I don't know what is
going on most of the time”

Jop - Filosofie
“First year is a bit tougher than expected. Not many hours on school and not many
fellow students I got to meet. Trouble with motivation. But still it is going Allright.”

Mark - Philosophy
“With the mental stress I am already experiencing this year due to Covid-19 and not
seeing my peers, the BSA is really getting to me, and a lot of people I know.”

Anonymous - Philosophy
“I did not have a lot of problems, its my first year so I had to get used to the amount
of homework and the difficulty level.”

Anonymous - Philosophy
“Vind het heel apart dat vorig jaar het BSA is vervallen door Corona en dat t dit jaar
niet vervalt. Zelfde problemen zonder oplossing, wordt met twee maten gemeten
dus.”

Anonymous - Philosophy
“Not pleasant. All classes are online, and there's nothing to motivate you to get out
and get fresh air. A lack of direct contact with teachers and fellow students creates
distance between me and the courses, and last couple of weeks/months I couldn't
find myself to maintain the discipline to keep up with class and I failed my most
recent tests.
Don't get me wrong, I know of the necessity of the online classes, it's just a bit
baffling to me there's no more (temporal) lenience in regards of the BSA despite the
grand impact the pandemic has had on us all. That saying, I haven't even mentioned
the worries and changes in my personal life that have also affected my productivity.
If there's a time to reconsider the BSA, then it is now.”

Eva - Philosophy
“I think I will make it, but it does make me stress a bit. Because of the virus
everything related to school is different. Sometimes I feel kind of lost because we
don't have real contact with teachers and students. Electronics sometimes fail during
class and in generale it is hard to stay focussed in a student accomodation with other
people. I know that the university tries to make the studies as good as they can be in
this situation. But it is definitely more difficult than usual.”
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Jondahl - Philosophy
“I think it adds a lot of uncertainty in general, and even more in times like these. It
undermines motivation and pressures people with depression/anxiety. A pressure
that is not needed.”

Alida - Philosophy
“I find it really hard to find motivation to study or work at all for university. I notice the
current measurements make me feel alone and its hard to find anything fun, that
helps me be motivated for school. The course itself doesn't seem to challenge me,
just not knowing anyone in my year demotivates me and I have nothing fun to look
forwards to. There is no reward to working. I know it doesn't necessarily work that
way, but there seems to be no reason for me to study, until I start feeling stressed
and notice I do want to do better and learn more in university. Regardless we waste
the year. I'm also new to the city which makes me feel extra isolated and alone. In
general mental health issues affect bsa. I think I would like the option to redo this
year later on in life, if I would fail this one.”

Anonymous - Philosophy
“I’m on schedule points wise, but it is still early. I have trouble with concentration
because everything is online and I have to do everything from home. This is quite
stressful sometimes because I need to get all the points for the bsa.”
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Science and Engineering

Anonymous - Astronomy
“I think that the BSA this year is not a reasonable method of selecting students. The
BSA makes students that fail the first year unable to continue to study in the same
faculty for the next three years, quite a heavy punishment.
This year we might have many advantages, like less travel-time and rewatching
lectures. But this does not balance the distractions of working behind a computer
and the absence of fellow student support. Those things can be helped by ourselves
in some way, but people who have trouble with that like myself will be punished
heavily while they might have made it normally.
I am certain this not only applies to me, but to many other first-years. Many will
complain about the stress, but what bothers me is that people their dreams will be
stolen, and the university will call it justice while it is not.

Heleen - Chemistry
“I have performance anxiety and a really hard time concentrating. Due to studying at
home I cannot stay focussed for longer periods of time and find it very hard to
prepare for exams on my own. The BSA only makes my fear of failing worse which
influences my perseverance in a wrong way.”

Anonymous - Chemistry
“Lectures and tutorials are really hard to do online in my opinion, as you are less
engaged. That, and also being isolated in your room causing you to ‘lose your mind’
a bit, have made making the exams even harder. I have failed most of my exams so
far, so there is a lot of pressure to make the retake a lot better or I will not be getting
my BSA. I feel like that stress is only making it worse and sending students in a
downwards spiral. If the BSA was lowered, I think stress would be reduced and
grades would go up.”

Wieger - Chemistry
“It's been trash in my opinion, I have trouble concentrating and my motivation has
been lacking bc of it.”

Anonymous - Chemistry
“I'm currently struggling with keeping up with the corona situation and all the courses,
lectures and assignments, due to the distance from home, the difficulty of the faculty
and my personal aptitude to this subject (Chemistry). Therefore, a decrease in the
BSA would release a lot of stress that is being accumulated in these months.”

Anonymous - Chemistry
“I think with all the online lessons and online tutorials, we are less prepared for the
exams than when we had it on campus. I think due to the corona virus we are in
disadvantage and the study is a lot harder without physical contact with other
students. Also due to all this online, I have less motivation.”
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Anonymous - Chemistry
“It gives a lot of stress, which I already have a lot of due to Corona. Also due to
online lectures and online practicals it's hard to take in the material and to keep your
focus on the lecture, because a lot of professors are already hard to understand
because they have an accent, now they're double hard to understand due to lag or
bad microphones.”

Jesse - Chemistry
“I'm not too stressed about not getting my BSA, but since Corona is a significant
factor in this year, this changed alot for the student situation. I think it is already
harder to study with the current situations, and lowering the BSA will make the
situation less stressful.”

Joke - Chemistry
“In my opinion, the quality of online education is far worse than physical education.
However, I cannot compare to other years, because this is my first year of studying.
Besides, it is hard to stay focused, while at home with all other noises and
distraction. Therefore, I agree with the statement made earlier this year that the BSA
should at least be reduced.
The BSA gives me a lot of extra stress, because I feel like I need to pass every
course and I am afraid that I have to stop my studies in February in order to get
another chance at this studies next year.”

Anonymous - Chemistry
“I find it hard to motivate myself at home and really think my results would be better if
we had normal education. Therefore the BSA gives me quite some stress.”

Anonymous - Chemical Engineering
“I find the BSA causes lots of unnecessary stress even without the pandemic (I
studied a different degree last year and switched for 2020-21). Hence, when the
corona crisis struck, that stress was elevated, not just for me, but for everyone I’ve
spoken to about it. The exams for courses this year (aside from 2 courses in
particular) have been held at a higher standard compared to previous years,
specifically molecules: structures & reactivity, and calculus for chemistry (which I did
not take but have only heard bad remarks). Along with that, the organization of the
year has been incredibly frustrating - exams still being held in person, preventing
people like me from seeing their family during Christmas. Having to worry about the
BSA does not make dealing with the consequences of COVID-19 easier, and not
having it would reduce the stress to a healthier level.”

Ewout - Chemistry and Chemical Engineering
“The BSA is always a stressful point for any study, but in these times, the uncertainty
causes an exponential stress increase because of big changes in modus operandi.
Personally, BSA would not have been as stressful, had the modus operandi in the
study not changed because of our current times. Now, it often demotivates and
stresses me, knowing that binding advice will come at the end of the year with
factors outside of my own control able to heavily affect it. In past years, you had no
one to blame except yourself. In these times, that is not entirely the case anymore.”
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Anonymous - Chemistry and Chemical Engineering
“It is stressful due to the online environment, the workload is a lot. Due to covid, it
takes a heavy toll on my mental state because there is a very limited social
interactions with your fellow students. You feel isolated in your own room/house and
the only times you see your fellow students are during tests.
I feel that the courses this year are harder than previous years, especially calculus.
From what I have seen in the past papers and with the current knowledge I have, the
past papers are easier to make. Maybe it is just a feeling but it feels like this year
everything is scheduled more tightly and that resulted in a lot of stress for me, and
the tests are harder. Furthermore with performance anxiety and being prone to feel a
lot of stress is not good.”

Bedirhan - Chemical Engineering
“Since the beginning of the course, we are constantly reminded about the BSA and
its importance for students. However, with the current COVID situation, it is a burden
on students mental health. I am an international student living alone and far from my
family. It is tough when I get to know my parents have tested positive for COVID. The
BSA puts more stress on students to meet certain requirements. As a first-year
student, this has not been easy nor possible.”

Thomas - Chemical Engineering
“As the professors are aware it has been really difficult to focus on these online
lectures since the beginning of this for a lot of students. I’m having trouble keeping
up because I find it hard to focus on a video of a professor talking for 2 hours. I think
this also has a negative effect on the quality of the teaching that the professors and
TA's are able to provide. I don't understand why the government has taken different
measures for the hbo, it feels unfair as we're going through the same.”

Daphne - Chemistry
“I have only failed calc for now so it seems like I won’t have a problem reaching it.
However I see many of my peers are having lots of trouble with studying at home.
Obviously they would not have had this problem if there was no corona. That’s why I
think the BSA should be lowered. However not completely dismissed cause it’s still a
way of filtering out the people who aren’t committed.”

Anonymous - Chemistry
“To rigidly cling onto the BSA is not a good idea in my opinion, especially as there
are so many uncertainties and inconveniences for students, in my case an
inconvenience would be that i missed all of the tutorials of a subject because they
were not given online but only in person, while all of the essential information was
given during the tutorials which i could not attend.”

Anonymous - Chemical Engineering
“I find it very tough as I am international student studying here and hardly has had
the chance to meet people and socialize. I believe that socializing helps in
maintaining a normal life and helps reduce stress. Stress given by courses and
studying etc. However, spending a lot of time alone is mentally challenging and does
not make studying online any easier leading to much stress. Number of credits as
well”
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Anonymous - Chemistry
“I didn't do to well on the first test, so I'm kinda stressing out about following the
courses at hand and trying to learn for the resits. The BSA puts a lot of pressure
behind it and I sometimes feel like that pressure is working negatively to me enjoying
the courses.”

Anonymous - Chemistry
“In my experience, the BSA only gives more stress at the moment than it being the
intended motivator to do well this year. Personally I struggle with a mental illness and
a really bad case of migraines. I find it hard to concentrate on my screen for a whole
day, which means I don't fully get everything being said, resulting in having to make
late nights catching up. This means that sleep doesn't come easily, resulting in
migraines. I am often unable to work or prepare, because of those migraines. This
makes me stressed because I still need to do well and pass, which causes more
migraines, etc. So it's a vicious cycle and my health (mental as well as physical) is
suffering from this. Additionally, because I'm too afraid not spending enough time
studying, afraid I'll fail, I gave up my hobbies and work for the time being, because it
would be too much otherwise. I have heard from several people that they experience
the same feeling. In conclusion, I think the BSA, in general, actually, but especially in
these times, does more bad than good looking at the mental and physical health of
students.”

Anonymous - Chemistry
“The BSA puts a lot of unnecessary pressure on students, on top of the already
existing pressure to perform well on tests. Not everyone can handle that pressure
and would actually perform better when left to their own motivations for studying.”

Jasper - Chemistry
“I have a hard time focusing on the lectures and tutorials at home. For me that
means that I have a hard time passing the exams. I can fail 3 courses this year and
out of 3 graded courses i only passed 1. For the other 2 i still have the resit, but on
my own at home, it will be hard to pass them.”

Anonymous - Chemistry
“I think with all the online lessons and online tutorials, we are less prepared to the
exams then when we had it on campus. I think due to the corona virus we are in
disadvantage and the study is a lot harder without physical contact with other
students. Also due to all the this online, I have less motivation.”

David - Computing Science
“I feel I haven’t been able to reach my full potential of what I’m capable of. Being
offline causes a lot issues with me as I can’t find the motivation in the mornings to
get up and just to sit at my laptop for roughly 8 hours of the day while also having
roommates making noise in the kitchen and in there rooms it just adds further
difficulty to the issue. This has really been tough on me as I feel I can pass this
programme but in the current state I am in I will probably have to repeat next year
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Anonymous - Pharmacy
“I think the BSA gives me too much pressure. I get that it is meant to give you an
advice on your study choice and that if its negative, the study may not be right for
you. But since it's binding, I really am worrying a lot if I will pass and the worrying
and doubting is affecting my ability to study and therefore to get enough ects.
Thereby can people who don't make it still start the study at another university next
year so in that way it does not fulfill its purpose. Especially the corona situation
makes it extra hard for students to get a positive bsa, so it is not fair if we should get
the same amount of points in a year as students in a normal situation should get. In
the view of the previous year, nothing has changed for the students so it would be
not fair if not also this year the bsa is postponed or even ignored.”

Anonymous - Pharmacy
“I honestly find it very difficult when I don't pass a subject. I am stressing so much
when re-sits are coming and the bsa doesn't help at all. I am really scared I am not
going to pass this year. “

Margaret - Pharmacy
“I find it very difficult to find a structure and a good way to study now that everything
is online. Usually the way to divide your week and know when to work hard is partly
by going to campus every week but now that is not possible. I feel like the quality of
online lecture is definitely not as good as it would be if it was on location and I think
that has negatively impacted my grades. Also the fact that the library is closed has
been very hard for my studies. I have difficulty studying at home so I fear my exams
won’t go as well if I can’t study at the library, which automatically means it is harder
for me to get my BSA. I really hope the board comes with a compromise regarding
the BSA seeing as a lot of students experience this problem.”

Anonymous - Pharmacy
“I think it is stressful to think that in this time we still have to require the BSA, I hope I
am gonna achieve it”

Jildou - Pharmacy
“I’ve had a really rough year. It was really hard for my to start a new study in these
circumstances. I’m a really motivated student but now I’m forced to quit pharmacy.
It’s been tough but I always stayed as motivated as possible and that’s why I’m really
sad that it has to come to an end in March. In the new year I hope to get the right
points and the right circumstances to proceed pharmacy. For now I have to quit
because I don’t have enough points. So my experience with the BSA isn’t the best. I
only lost 8 points, but the risk of pursuing is too big.”

Renée - Pharmacy
“It’s a pain in the ass. I had to quit last year because of it. I was mentally really bad
and BSA made it worse. Still to this day it’s hard to make a exam without stress
because of the mental damage BSA caused last year. This year corona virus isn’t
making anything better. Even-though I’m doing this year over, my stress is still there
if I’ll be able to make it this year.”
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Aniek - Pharmacy
“It gives me a lot of stress to be honest. Because we can’t go to the university I find it
very hard to do everything and I struggle with my exams a lot in this way. Because it
is way harder to understand the information we need to know via the internet then
when we can go to the university. “

Anonymous - Pharmacy
“The year started with subjects we had in highschool and I've had those 2-3 years
ago! Now when the classes aren't onsight its so much harder to keep motivated and
follow the classes and therefore my grades are collapsing on these subjects that
aren't even necessary for pharmacy studies(like math). And im also in the
Netherlands with a visa so if I cant get my bsa high enough I will lose my visa and
my place at the uni! I think we all need more chances to be able to pass our first
block exams…”

Laura - Pharmacy
“My BSA has been stressing me out a lot this year, because I already have
motivational problems that I'm trying to improve and this extra pressure of the BSA is
really not helping me get better.”

Anonymous - Computer Science
“Not great, unfortunately. I have had a lot of stress because of the fear of failing and
that did not help me mentally. I very quickly lost motivation and this paired with the
fear of not overcoming the BSA made it hard for me to study and prepare for exams
and other graded projects.”

Anonymous - Computer Science
“I have to admit I was a bit stressful about this year's studying process and I still am
so far. The online education has definitely been a challenge because we all were
used to the traditional teaching, therefore it takes time for us to get used to this
radical shift. I am concerned that if I get infected with the new virus, I will not be in
the proper heath condition to do my best at University and it adds to the pressure. I
hope the appropriate steps will be taken to create a fair and healthy study
environment for all of us.”

Anonymous - Computer Science
“It is a major factor of stress, as it is already very hard to study in these conditions.”

Anna - Computer Science
“As someone who struggles with discipline and concentration issues, the shift to
online education in ways has been to my liking, as you can rewatch nearly
everything. However, putting this into practice has been a daily struggle for me,
which has caused me so much stress and anxiety about failing courses. If the BSA
wouldn't cast such a dark shade over my study progress like it does now, I think I am
able to better enjoy the courses than I am currently doing. I have the right motivation
and want to pass the year in one try, but the online combination doesn't work for me
like physical education did. I am really scared that I will fail this year due to the BSA,
whereas I know that I'm on the same level as the other students and have the same
motivation. It's the mental health part that (in my opinion) has worsened from this
type of education, that gets in the way of me and a lot of my fellow students.”
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Lara - Pharmacy
“BSA puts more pressure on performance because if you do not get enough points,
you have to stop studying. I think with the corona situation, its harder to pass an
exam because  the education has a lower quality. I did not pass my first exam
because one week before the exam was scheduled they said the exam is in 2 days
because of corona. The schedule changes every time because the measures
change, which causes a lot of stress for students and for me the stress would
decrease if I didn't have the pressure of the bsa”

Anonymous - Pharmacy
“I have a bad experience with the BSA this year, because students such as me,
won't be able to reach the sufficient amount of ECT's to continue the year, due to
mental health problems and home circumstances. It's extremely difficult to study
when you have an environment that's constantly noisy but going to the library
everyday isn't always an available option, and the constant lack of interaction with
family, friends (long distance), teachers and fellow students has an impact on me.
The motivation or inspiration to keep on focusing just isn't always there, which makes
everything very hard. I hope they consider canceling the BSA for this year. For the
sake of a majority of the students.”

Anonymous - Pharmacy
“I feel an enormous pressure to succeed, while I have no one to share it with,
because you don't really get to know the other students. And other students are the
only people who could be able to understand. A mentor and study advisor is different
than another first year student.”

Anonymous - Pharmacy
“Studying at home brings a lot of uncertainties and the BSA makes it worse. Knowing
that the BSA is deciding if you can proceed the study is very stressful. You are
always busy with the points you need. With two insufficients you allready get the
feeling that the study is too hard because you reached the boundary almost for not
passing your year. This should not make a difference since every subject is very
different.”
If the BSA would be skipped, we would learn a lot more relaxed without the pressure
of the points needed to go on with your study. We will motivate ourselves to pass
every test because we want to learn the material instead of the pressure to get
points.
When you have an insufficient you will not loose motivation in yourself because you
come closer to this BSA line of being rejected for the rest of the study or not.
Studying at home, not knowing your fellow students, no social contact, online
lectures which do not go fluently, living in isolation. They allready give a lot of stress
and the BSA is also a huge issue which is playing a big role in the (mental and
physical) stress level.
Not having the BSA would help a lot getting through this first special and weird year.
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Anonymous - Pharmacy
“It's super stressful for this year because not only students have got messed up with
their mental schedule, the university also gave the students very late official exam
dates and warnings as to when exams are going to be planned. And since they
announced it very close to the official date, it all got out of hand. And that's where
students such as me lose trust in themselves and in studying, and makes it more
difficult to focus on the upcoming courses as everything is packed to each other. And
there is no to little interaction with the teachers and fellow students and that also
plays a role to motivation, where  students such as me, only daily routine is waking
up, follow lectures between 4 walls, friends and family live  far away, so there's little
to nosocializing, which has an impact on the mental health . “

Thomas - Industrial Engineering & Management
“Bad. I’ve got all my points, but a lot of courses have become way harder due to
Covid. Some profs can’t adjust to the new way of teaching and the courses suffer
badly. Some courses are just too hard to be given online. The BSA should definitely
be lowered to 35 Points or lower. It seems like the Dutch government does not notice
students across the Netherlands struggling to obtain their points. I also think that this
whole covid period has a massive impact on people’s mental health, also affecting
our ability to study.”

Anonymous - Industrial Engineering & Management
“My experience with the BSA is that its delivers me a lot of stress to get the points
together and have all my focus on school. Besides the thoughts about the lockdown
and the missing possibilities for refreshing your mind for example sports, there is a
lot of stress because sometimes the head gets to full with thinking about school.”

Anonymous - Industrial Engineering & Management
“My experience with the BSA is that its delivers me a lot of stress to get the points
together and have all my focus on school. Besides the thoughts about the lockdown
and the missing possibilities for refreshing your mind for example sports, there is a
lot of stress because sometimes the head gets to full with thinking about school.”

Anonymous - Industrial Engineering & Management
“For some classes it is alright to have online classes. But in my opinion you are
faster distracted at home. So following lectures en tutorials at home does nog really
work for me. It is also harder for the more practical classes like programming
because you have to ask your question with sharing your screen  an he cant just fast
go over it to help you which makes the waiting time for help way to long. Also with
some classes you are completely thrown in de deep and have to find out everything
for yourself which makes it hard to keep up. So many classes are harder to pass.”
222. Anonymous - Industrial Engineering & Management
“I have encountered many problems regarding this year's BSA. Due to lack of
contact and communication it has been hard for me to keep up important school
work or I found myself missing critical information which led me to fail a course.
Because the city of Groningen is still new to me, it has been extra difficult for me to
find my way in school and getting to know new people.”
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Julian - Industrial Engineering & Management
“It causes a lot of stress at this time during covid-19, because learning and watching
lectures from home is way harder…”

Jeen - Industrial Engineering & Management
“The online lectures make it harder to focus and more difficult to interract with
professors. The only thing that makes it doable is that we are in touch with fellow
students, even though this is also online. The work pressure has been extremely
high so far. The first week of the year was already very difficult, since there was
hardly any introduction and we had two deadlines in the first week already, despite
the fact that it was still unclear how to work with Nestor. Besides that, the professor
from for example Calculus 1 decided to make the Final Exam more difficult than
previous years, since he believed we were going to cheat even though we signed a
declaration which stated that we wouldn't. I thought this was hard to believe, since
the result of the Midterm, with an average of approximately a 3.5, should have told
him that the level of examination was simply too high. I feel like professors tend to
forget that online education makes it a lot more difficult for students. My experience
has therefore not been great so far. I've spent approximately 40 hours on studying
every week but since some tests have been increased in difficulty, this is sometimes
still not sufficient to achieve passing grades. Despite putting in the hard work
needed, I feel like it's not rewarded by good grades.”

Roos - Industrial Engineering and Management
“This year is quite hard for me. I've done another study in a normal year and the
difference is quite big. It is harder to study because somethings are harder to learn
by online class. Programming and system dynamics for example. On top of that I
really miss the social aspect, it is quite lonely sometimes because there is less
contact with fellow students, professors and TA's. Finally it is harder to focus on your
study because we dont go to university a lot.”

Anonymous - Industrial Engineering & Management
“I have tried my best to enjoy the first year of my studies. However, it has not been
without difficulties. I strictly follow the Covid restrictions and therefore often find
myself alone. I get so tired of this sometimes that I spend some days unable to do
anything, just laying in my bed. It is very hard to study in this environment. It is not
about the obstacles that come with online classes, but the inability to enjoy the
outside world and socialize”

Anonymous - Industrial Engineering & Management
“Way to stressful the test are to hard”

Ida - Biology
“It is pretty stressful to have more pressuring factors during my study such as the
BSA along with the unstable home situation Im stuck in because of the corona
crisis.”
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Ilse - Biology
“I have a lot of stress, because studying from home causes me to lose part of my
motivation and therefore i score less high on the tests and then I have to retake
exams and this causes extra stress because then I have even more to do in a short
period of time”

Lucille - Biology
“I find it very hard, it is a big transition from highschool to university and this is the
worst year to have this transition. I am new here in Groningen and because I don’t
really know any people of my studies it’s very lonely. I also feel that online school is
very bad for my motivation. I used to be very interested in science but I really don’t
enjoy studying at the moment.”

Anonymous - Biology
“Due to the coronavirus and the online schooling I find it difficult to concentrate a lot
and the interaction is something I really miss and which also causes me to be a bit
behind in everything and understanding it will be harder. If everything was on
campus all will be easier in my opinion but that of course will not be possible and I
understand that that will not be possible. But I hope it will be soon so that everything
will be easier“

Anonymous - Biology
“For me personally I do not find de BSA giving me stress. I can however, understand
that it could give extra stress for people. The lectures given are good, but they would
be different if they would not be online. In my opinion grades vary way too much from
very low to very high for the people who took the test. Which for some means they
don't pass the test and not earn the study points. Which could lead to stress for the
BSA. And also influences other things like unnecessary resists or failing
requirements for cum laude.“

Hoessein - Biology
“Knowing that I have to reach a certain amount of points this year to even know if I
can continue next year scares me because Ive been suffering even more from my
ADHD during the pandemic and Ive lost a lot of my drive and this corona year is
incredibly hard to pass with the BSA.”

Anonymous - Pharmacy
“Honestly it leaves you confused and stressed out. Thought the online environment
was good for education (e.g recordings to view afterwards) but it just makes you
relaxed yet lazy and hence eventually more stressed. “

Monique - Pharmacy
“Due to the online colleges I really couldn’t concentrate or follow everything that was
said in the lectures, because of a bad connection or other circumstances. this way I
couldn’t learn everything, because I didn’t know everything. Furthermore, I couldn’t
see my old exams to see what I could approve. I really hope that due to the weird
circumstances during this time, BSA will not be this year.”

Anonymous - Biology
“Not easy to do with the quality of teaching we receive at the moment”
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Marit - Biology
“The BSA is extremely stressful for me at the moment. I had a really bad start,
because I did not figure out how to study soon enough and I was feeling extremely
lonely. The lack of contact with my fellow first years made that I feel like I am lacking
context for what is normal in studying, the student life and in workloads. This makes
that I have failed two classes already, probably am also failing the resits and I just do
not know what to do anymore. I feel like a highschooler still, and I am really sad and
stressed; I really love the subjects and I know that I have chosen the right studies - I
just do not know anymore how to get myself motivated, and even lowering the BSA
with 5 or 10 points would give some sort of a perspective on how to handle the next
semester - because the courses that I love and signed up for are only coming now...
I'd hate it if my bad start coming from a situation I have no control over would ruin the
rest of my year and possible next year also…”

Jesse - Biology
“It creates a more stressful environment as the quality of learning has decreased
with online learning. Usually I am in favor of the BSA but with these corona
circumstances I think it only creates extra stress on students who would, in normal
circumstances get much better grades”

Anonymous - Industrial Engineering & Management
“This year I have some problems related with covid-19 and because of these now I
have some problems with my bachelor because I failed some subjects. For this
reason, now I'm more stressed and I think that this year there might be exception
with the BSA. In general I also really think that this situation is affecting everyone
and is not fair that we have to risk do don't pass to the second year because of this
extraordinary situation.”

Anonymous - Biology
“In my opinion the BSA gives a lot of pressure this year. I find it very hard to keep up
with all the stuff because it is mainly offsite. Every time I go in to an exam I am a bit
nervous if everything goes right. The half of the time I’m busy with everything around
the study instead of that I am busy studying what I need to study.”

Anonymous - AI
“As a science and engineering faculty student I think studying would be easier to
have more on-site lectures and practicals. Also many of us have some trouble with
following lectures online because of internet connection issues. Because of this I
would appreciate being able to move the date of the BSA to next year”

Anonymous -  IEM
“I feel like I have lost a lot of motivation since I’m home every day of the week and I
have to push myself a lot to get to work. Sometimes I feel like I can not ask
questions when I need an answer because I have to wait 2 days for a mail back.”
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Anonymous - IEM
“Thus far I have all the credits possible. It is however a constant stress factor, the
worry of not getting enough points is very unwelcome with all the other things to be
worried about. Doing the study from home is draining and difficult and the quality of
the lessons is not what is should be. The BSA feels like an unfair measure in a
extraordinary time.”

Alex - Computing Science
“For the first part of the semester it was actually ok. I passed all my courses with
pretty good grades. But in the second block I have to admit, it went downhill for me
due to the fact that I went back to my home country for the holidays where I found
out that my family were all infected with covid. So, until recently I had to stay at a
friend's place where I couldn't study or do anything related to the University because
my laptop broke. Well, I hope that in the second semester I will pass all the courses
so I can continue with my studies.”

Anonymous - Biology
“I feel like corona has influenced my first year quite negatively because of how little
interactions i’ve had other students and the “fun” life that comes with being a student
here in Groningen. This works quite demotivating and knowing the BSA could take
away the possibility of a second chance at this study also brings stress”

Anonymous - Computing Science
“I feel like school is not what it used to be. Last year I was in another program and I
had courses at school and felt motivated. Now there are a lot of problems with the
organization of courses and we always encounter problems. I think the BSA should
be removed because of all the unnecessary stress it makes us go through.”

Eva - Pharmacy
“I started this year and wasn’t able to come to one test already because of corona
and everything is online what makes it hard to concentrate on the subjects and there
is no possibility to discuss it so it’s harder to understand. Otherwise it will be easier
to study but due to corona we have almost no possibility for class interaction and
studying together. It’s just way more hard then the other years so BSA puts only
more pressure and almost makes you go take all the test even with symptoms
because otherwise you will have to take the resit and that’s planned already in a
busy school week.”

Anonymous - AI
“Absolutely awful, with the stresses of corona and having a course that better fits in
person teaching and demonstration it has been very difficult. Also due to the current
circumstances of the coronavirus it has had an impact on my mental health, and thus
I feel much less mentally capable to maintain acceptable grades within my course.”

Anonymous - Biomedical Engineering
“I don’t really know what to write because I just don’t know what university actually is
in no-quarantine times. Making exams on site is wayyyy different than making exams
behind your computer at home. Project courses are hard considering the difficulties
with communication with teammates. Lecture watching is less efficient online if you’d
ask me... “
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Leon - Artificial intelligence
“The BSA is great to filter out people that do not know if they want to continue a
programme. I think that this year, people that are hesitant to continue their studies,
will quit even quicker, because they're struggling, Everyone is struggling. The
students that work hard and try their best too. They should not be punished, but
helped to continue doing what they love.”

Anonymous - Pharmacy
“It is too stressful. I am feeling burnout because online education is not adequate so
in order to maintain good results, I have to push myself to the hardest, all by myself,
without support of fellow students.”

Wyona - Pharmacy
“The level of education really is worse.  Online you just get distracted easier and a lot
of technical issues occur. Especially in my study (pharmacy) there should be a lot of
lab work. Now i've had just 2 weeks of lab work. So all my practical work is gone,
although this is necessary”

Anonymous - Pharmacy
“This year the quality of education was really bad. Almost everything was online and
sometimes teachers didn't even give a live lecture... they just posted a powerpoint
with speakers. Studying this way really asks a lot of yourself. It is extra hard to pass
exams this year, because you don't see other students and teachers in real live and
because I'm a first year student I don't even have a clue how to successfully study
for the exams.”

Xander - Computing Science
“Impossible for a lot of people to pass the BSA. I've experienced some very
unmotivated teachers. This makes it harder to follow the courses. Corona also
causes a lack of motivation and personal interaction.”

Anonymous - Pharmacy
“It is very stressful and very hard to accomplish, because we have no lectures
on-site. We have to teach all the things ourselves now and thus sometimes really
hard. When you ask a question it is a lot harder to get a clear answer from the
professor, because it is harder to explain online.”

Sanne - Biology
“It has provided extra stress, because I have to consider signing out before I’ll get a
negative BSA.”

Anonymous - Industrial Engineering and Management
“"I've had a lot of trouble keeping up with the program. The quality of the lectures are
much lower online that in real life and it made me more prone to fall behind. Because
everything was online it was very unmotivating to try to not fall back any further. Now
I have a big backlog of stuff that I still need to do, but I just don't know where to start.
The people at Linear Algebra also delete the recorded lectures after a very short
time ""so you don't tempt yourself by doing everything at the last moment"", but this
has caused me to be so far behind on the course that I've already given up."
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Donya - Pharmacy
“Although I study really hard, I’m really nervous about this decision and I’m taking
medication to control my stress from September.”

Lara - Pharmacy
“BSA puts more pressure on performance because if you do not get enough points,
you have to stop studying. I think with the corona situation, its harder to pass an
exam because  the education has a lower quality. I did not pass my first exam
because one week before the exam was scheduled they said the exam is in 2 days
because of corona. The schedule changes every time because the measures
change, which causes a lot of stress for students and for me the stress would
decrease if I didn't have the pressure of the bsa”

Anonymous - Pharmacy
“Stressful. I know i can probably get those 45 points, but still it is stressful in this
time. Definitely with all the online lectures”

Martijn - Pharmacy
“The BSA has given me extra stress and pressure to perform this academic year. It
has not been an easy year for me to start my first year of my university programme
due to the coronavirus. I have hardly met any fellow students and I really miss the
social interaction. The coronavirus measures and the lockdown have made it so that
it is more difficult for me to concentrate and motivate myself to study, because I can
not take part in a lot of activities outside of my study. Therefore, my results have not
always lived up to my expectations. This makes me worried about not being able to
gain enough credit points to be allowed to continue my study.”

Ana - Pharmacy
“Online lessons aren’t optimal and are not a good system. It is hard to stay focused.
The virus influences grades and mental health. Neither have I really experienced
how it is to be a student due to corona measures.”

Annemijn - Biology
“It gives me a lot of stress and I have the feeling that the online material isn’t enough
for me to pass all the exams“

Anonymous - IEM
“Within the study of IEM a lot is asked of the students. This is a good thing, because
the study is supposed to be hard. The only problem with this(as a student who is
redoing the first year of IEM for a second time, so I have the precorona experience of
the study) is that the high difficulty level and high amount of grades and assignments
is only possible with the support available at the campus. The social aspect of the
study does not only make it more fun, it is also a tool for students to collaborate and
this makes the study, that is hard, a little bit more bearable. I feel the transformation
of information through online classes is insufficient and studying is different (read:
harder) using the current corona rules. This in combination with the fact that this
study is already hard makes it only more stressful”
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Anonymous - Pharmacy
“A year ago from now I envisioned my first year of University to be quite different.
The lack of social interaction between me and my peers as well as my professors
has asked a lot of discipline I yet have to work on. This year asked a lot of
self-studying and planning which I must admit are sometimes two difficult things for
me to do. Considering that this year is our firsthand experience in the university-life I
expect the university to reconsider the BSA. Keeping in mind the unusual workload
and lack of proper guidance us students have received in comparison to previous
years.”

Eva- Pharmacy
“I started this year and wasn’t able to come to one test already because of corona
and everything is online what makes it hard to concentrate on the subjects and there
is no possibility to discuss it so it’s harder to understand. Otherwise it will be easier
to study but due to corona we have almost no possibility for class interaction and
studying together. It’s just way more hard then the other years so BSA puts only
more pressure and almost makes you go take all the tests even with symptoms
because otherwise you will have to take the resit and that’s planned already in a
busy school week.”

Koen - Pharmacy
“Its hard to come in the student cycle, we cannot go to the library with friends etc.
Studying at home is harder for me, because of the distractions. This makes it harder
for me then normaly to get the BSA.”

Anonymous - Computing science
“We are learning all our materials online, this also means that I have less interactions
with professors and colleagues, moreover it leads me to a more stressful and less
attractive environment while learning. Moreover, some exams are on campus but
that put the situation even worse, especially for international students or any other
students who do not live in the Netherlands. Due to Covid 19, many travel
restrictions apply (we still need to prevent Covid19, so all the travel restrictions will
not end up shortly ) , hence it is very difficult to attend the exam on campus. Above
all I have mentioned, I am very worried and  feeling pressure about the situation and
especially about the points that I will get on each course. Because I need to make
sure I need 45 points to pass the first year course.”

Anonymous- Computing Science
“Very stressful, because of the corona, we stay at home everyday and study
efficiency is very very low, and we don't have enough communication and discussion
with each, it made me feel very frustrating that I have to pass the BSA, the teaching
quality is really incomparable with physical classes, the experience of online study is
bad plus psychological stress.”

186. Anonymous - Pharmacy
“Very stressful, mentally I am not doing well just like many others and the BSA sure
is a factor which increases stress”
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Faidon - Computer Science
“Im a first year CS student and having the BSA always freaked me out. I understand
why its in place, and under normal circumstances I dont think I could complain too
much. But right now, with teaching the way it is I honestly do not feel like I am
learning things. Online courses are draining my motivation and I cannot find the will
to study. As a result I am stressing over courses more and fearing the BSA, which
negatively affects my studying and mental health even more.”

Vincent - Computing Science
“Although I find the BSA of 45 ec rather generous during normal times (since you
can basically skip a whole period if you need/want to, considering that you passed
the other three), it is safe to say that we are not in “normal” times at the moment and
that a reconsideration of the BSA would be fitting, and, more importantly, a signal of
appreciation to the first year students who are likely not to experience any physical
lectures in their first year of university and have to deal with quality lacking (online)
education. I’m not a fan of getting rid of the BSA entirely (since this would postpone
a spike in drop-outs) but postponing it to the second year or, more preferably,
lowering it by a course or two would definitely lift some weight of our shoulders and
motivate us to start the second semester.”

Anonymous - Pharmacy
“I think its stressful. Especially this year, getting used to online learning/ corona crisis
etc. The BSA is an extra stress factor.”

Anonymous - Biomedical Engineering
“I feel like it has caused a lot of extra stress to what is already a stressful year. It
feels like something looming over you constantly and influences a lot of decisions.
This year had been quite stressful already and without the normal expected
social/other outlets there has been no way to alleviate that stress. I understand the
importance of the BSA in general, I just don’t think it’s functional  in unprecedented
times such as these.”

Siddhanta - Biology
“I am not completely sure what exactly BSA is and I am not sure my experiences
with them is, but whatever I think, I will answer to that. My experience with BSA has
been a bit stressful as I needed to clear GEE on 6th of jan along with a lot more
stressful courses happening in the background. I missed out passing in the original
exam by one MC question and just by that, I had to struggle a lot more than other
students.To be honest, the university should have a better schedule of resits.”

Anonymous - Mathematics
‘It is more difficult to pass the BSA this year because I haven’t met any of my
professors and almost none of my classmates. Because of this it is a lot harder to
ask questions and discuss problems. Also when sitting in the same room the whole
day it is a lot harder to keep your focus, which again makes it more difficult to do
everything. It also takes away a lot of the fun of the study. This all is the reason that
the BSA makes this year really stressful, more then it would normally be. So much
so that I have already had multiple panic attacks.”
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Andreas - Biology
“"This has been an unprecedented year. The BSA is a great initiative that motivates
students in succeeding in their courses during normal circumstances. But motivation
this year is in short supply. Students don’t want to worry about their immunodeficient
parent(s) contracting this virus. Students don’t want to worry about what happens in
the event something catastrophic does happen. Students don’t want to worry about
financial difficulties, just being able to put food on their own table because perhaps
their parents are out of work and no longer can support them. And those students
who are fortunate enough to find a job are also still forced into 56 hours a month to
draw DUO. What happens if they lose their job due to the pandemic? Well, then all 3
possible sources of income is cut. So where is that student left? How can that
student survive out here? If the answer is well students had the option to go home,
what about the students like me who have mandatory indoor practicals? How do they
get by? They have to quit. That's what happens. I don't want to quit Uni, I can't afford
to lose my job. I don't want to worry about my Dad who has a 0% survival chance if
he contracts the virus. That is what I have to deal with and think about every single
day I'm out here.
Because of the necessity to survive financially whilst also balancing their studies,
their mental health, the well-being of their parents and loved ones, the fear of
loneliness, the fear of contracting it; shouldn’t NOT have to worry about their BSA as
well. The fact it still exists at this point in time, is already a disgrace. I imagine the
intent was; the same curriculum applied, similar teaching methods apply, same exam
format therefore same BSA rules apply. But real-world conditions tell a different story.
The final point I would like to add will be proposed as a question to the board. Are
you confident that this pandemic has had no effect on the study performances and/or
mental health of students? Because science would suggest both of these factors
have a strong positive correlation. The decision of the suspension of the BSA will
answer that question. "

Anonymous - Biology
“I find the BSA quite stressful. I really like biology and in highschool I was known by
teachers as a motivated student , but I lost nearly all of my motivation this year. I am
naturally very chaotic and therefore I sometimes enirely forget deadlines and exams,
but in this year I forgot more deadlines than in all the six years of highschool. I would
not mind if there was a BSA (I can sort of understand the necessity of it), but it would
help for me if you would need less ECT's for it than in previous years. I would also
not mind skipping the BSA completely for first year students and postponing the
binding study advise to the second study year (if everything is better then).”

Anonymous - Industrial Engineering and Management
“It is going really bad, trying to motivate myself to get points is really hard”

Anonymous - Biology
“I feel like people think ‘well studying it’s all you can do right now’ so it's easy to
pass. But that’s not true and gives us students a lot of pressure. I’m in the same
room all day everyday. Sleeping, relaxing, studying, stressing, eating everything. I
have no library to go to because I’m in the same room all the time , I experience a
big difficulty with concentrating. The virus has an influence on my mental health and
that affects my ability to concentrate which makes studying harder than ever. The
BSA puts a lot of pressure on us in a time where there is already so much pressure.”
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Anonymous - Pharmacy
“I have been struggling with the online lessons this year because asking questions is
much harder and the internet connection of some teachers is so bad, that we can’t
even follow them sometimes. I’ve experienced a lot of stress due to the online
lessons and it will be a bit relieving  if the BSA can change. It would give me more
calmness this way.”

Anonymous - Pharmacy
“Since the year started, bsa has been in the back of my mind.  it gives me a lot of
stress when i'm doing my homework because i'm afraid i won't make it this year with
this situation due to covid.  I find myself getting less motivated, especially because
sometimes I don't feel like I have school and I miss socializing, which is really
important for me and my mental health. I actually think about the bsa everyday, and
the consequences when you don’t make your bsa, and this thought makes me very
anxious.”

Tomas - Computing Science
“BSa is always a factor of stress since the beginning of the year, my parents both did
a big financial investment on me so that I could go study abroad and do the studies I
wished, and they did this because they trust in me, so if I don’t meet the BSA
requirements I’m failing my parents. With all the Covid situation it’s been really hard
to adjust to groningen and the university lifestyle, being alone most of the times
makes me sad and because of corona has been really hard to make new friendship.
The BSa it’s just the tip of the iceberg of stress and anxiety that corona and this year
has brought, and getting rid of it would be a big relief and for sure would help a lot of
students to follow their courses, because hopefully next academic year  we’re back
to our normal life’s or at least better with the vaccine around the corner, and will be
easier for most of us to fulfill the BSA requirements.”

Ronan - Industrial Engineering and Management
“After the first period, I only managed to achieve 5 points. But I can resit calculus,
however, there is no chance to pass programming. I only failed 1 part, but I am not
allowed to have a resit. So, I am experiencing an unnecessary addition of stress
thinking about the BSA, knowing that I am already missing 5 points. You are not
really thinking about every day, but it crosses your mind every day, which is not the
most pleasant thing to experience . Thus, so far my experience with BSA has not
been great.”

Annemijn - Biology
“It gives me a lot of stress and I have the feeling that the online material isn’t enough
for me to pass all the exams”

Anonymous - Applied physics
“In the first period i did get all of my points, but i feel like the quality of education has
dropped significantly because of the online classes, which might result in me not
getting the points i need in this period”
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Judith - Life science and technology
“It is really stressful for me. I have a huge amount of daily stress because of how
busy some schedules from some courses are. Like almost everyday I have another
deadline and the week next to that week I have like 2 midterms, but really no time to
prepare because of the deadlines the week before and Ive got like everyday two or
more courses to follow. Ofcourse this isnt every week, but this happens a lot, and
from my experience, a lot of people from my studie do have troubles with that.
Furthermore would there be much stress relieved if I wouldnt have to reach a certain
amount of points to continue my study, or another one in the same area. Because
negative BSA gives you not only red code for your study, but also for others.”

Anonymous - Pharmacy
“It has been a tough academic year, most of my friends and I are having a hard time
managing our studies during this pandemic, most if not all our courses were online,
libraries are closed and you can't go out of your room and study. I think if the
university decides to keep the same ECTs to pass this year, then it would be
extremely unfair.”

Anonymous - Biology
“It gives me extra stress, it's just adding on the stress I get from keep up to date with
all the corona measures and when and where to be at the university and last minute
changes to the schedules. And the online lectures are in my opinion far less valuable
than the real life ones”

Marieke - Biology
“For me personally, it feels like a lot of pressure right now. Online study is not what
any of us signed up for. It requires way more discipline and some people do not even
have a nice place to study, especially with the libraries closed.”

Anonymous - Biology
“My experience with BSA this year is very stressful, since the covid virus is
negatively effecting my stress levels, motivation, and study skills. Especially since
we as students are not allowed to study anywhere else than at home right now. I
think if there was less pressure on the BSA this year, it would mentally help me and
keep me and many others motivated and less stressed. In short, the BSA is
stressing me more than neccesary in times like these, where online lectures and
covid regulations is enough to stress about.”

Anonymous - Biology
“Stressful, considering education is at a very low point at the moment.”

Anonymous - Biology
“I think the BSA has to be changed or cancelled for this years students. Last year the
students only had a few months of online lessons and it was cancelled, this year we
have full time online lessons and it is not cancelled. Online studying is not good and
productive and the courses have a lot of ICT problems. The Dutch government
already cancelled the BSA for the HBO so why not for the Universities?”
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Iris - Biology
“This year has already been very stressful. The online education has not at all been
optimal. We have dealt with multiple occasions were either the system has failed or
there were miscommunications with professors. There have been problems with the
online exams, so far as to exams needing to be rescheduled. Also the quality of
online lessons is below what the standard should be, lessons cannot be very
interactive, some recordings of old lectures have weird background noises which
makes it impossible to study or some livestreams never work or  fail to be recorded.
We get it, this is not what you want either and we know that everyone is trying their
best in these difficult times. We are all grateful that there is still a way for us to
continue or study, but we really hope that this year would be very different. Please,
cut us some slack and drop the BSA this year to relieve us from some stress. This
will compensate for the quality of education we have had this year. Thank you for
your consideration!”

Anonymous - Biology
“I am doing quite well. However, I did fall one exam so fare and passed two. For me
personally, it would be better to not have a BSA. I really like this study, so if I do not
make the BSA I will do a related study somewhere else. The motivation is for some
student a difficult topic. I understand that the BSA gives motivation, but the downside
is that is also gives stress. The rules if you are dropped out and want to do another
study are very strict. Maybe the university can motivate people by rewarding and not
'punishing'”

Anonymous - Biology
“I think it would be of great benefit to many students to get rid of the BSA this year,
when many are struggling moving out, and having limited social contacts.
With the stress students have there would be great relief  if the BSA would not be
binding this year.”

Koen - Biology
“I think it is a good idea for many students to cancel the BSA. I think mine will be
positive because I'm doing pretty good so far and I am still motivated but the
situation is taking a serious toll on mental health and also a bit on the quality of
education.”

Iris - Biology
“Just really bad, because of covid we got everything to do on our own. We are first
years and a lot of us do not have any university experience. There were courses that
literally overlapped and because not everyone could attend at the same time, we got
a lot more deadlines. I do not think the professors talk to each other and only think
their course is the most important”

Anonymous - Biology
“Due to covid, normal courses are no longer given. We have had lectures at the
same with lab so we don't even got the chance to fully participate in the courses.
This is a disadvantage to out year compared to all the years before. This pandemic
causes extreme stress and messes with our studie and I believe this should be taken
into consideration with the BSA”
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Fay - Biology
“I have already gained all the ECTS points from the courses so far (15), I have no
resits and I’m really focused on my study. Yet, to accomplish that I’ve been through
difficult and stressful situations. Since I’m a first year everything was completely new
to me and there were points that I felt so overwhelmed. The whole corona situation is
completely stressful for students and yet I feel like no one is taking us into
consideration. Personally I had to move to a whole new country, where people speak
a language that I don’t understand, during corona so it was so hard to meet people,
to get the help that I needed, but step by step I figured it out. I believe that students
don’t need any additional stress. And BSA does nothing but that. I feel like this year
was way worse for first year students than last year, so if the BSA was cancelled last
year, it should be cancelled this year as well.”

Anonymous - Computing Science
“I lose sleep over the fact that I could lose the chance I got to study at this university
which I worked very hard for, as it is already my second time trying. I already feel
terrible when I notice I'm falling behind the rest of the class and immediately start
thinking about the worst case scenario. It is a crushing feeling of being stuck and it is
frightening, because I can't do anything about it.”

Laura - Biomedical engineering
“It is too much pressure. In this corona situation there are already a lot of stress
factors and together with BSA it is pretty overwhelming and terrifying”

Anonymous - Biology
“In my opinion it adds too much extra pressure for first years. I'm an first year and it's
already hard enough to get used to the student life when you barely have interaction
with professors and fellow students. First years do NOT deserve the extra pressure
of the BSA!”

Anonymous - Biology
“This year is really different from other years, I have almost 0 social contact with
other Biology students, which for me makes it really hard to get motivation. I think the
BSA shouldn't be a thing this year, because of that reason. This is my first year and
the support of the university is a lot lower than I could've ever imagined, especially in
a year like this.”

Anonymous - Computing Science
“I consider the BSA to be quite unnecessary in times like these and the high level of
stress caused by the recent events is just piling on top of study related problems.
The BMS is obviously meant as a measure to keep the high standards of education,
but in view of the current situation these are just to high. The lack of in person
education combined with the regular struggles of university make me think the BMS
requirements should be slightly lowered.”

Anonymous - Industrial Engineering & Management
A structured day in the life of a student; waking up at 8:00 AM, eating breakfast and
biking to the lectures. When arrived you sit down and tune into what the lecturer is
about to say, your attention –and everyone else’s- turns to the words that will be
spoken by the lecturer. All of the students are there for the purpose of learning
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something new, asking questions, meeting friends and having a productive day.
Some people are very good at this, naturally they get up, go to school, pay attention
and finish all their projects on time. Fantastic.
Others, like me, benefit greatly from the people around them ‘social pressuring' them
into this behaviour. During a lecture, but also after it. When homework has been
handed out, an assignment needs to be made or chapters need to be read. After a
lecture ends, the students around you will mostly start, you follow. At other times, a
friend really convinces you to come to the library and start immediately. Often you
have questions, which can be resolved right then and there.
The pandemic hits and all of this falls away. The structure is gone, the motivation
went with it. The downward spiral has set in. Almost no social engagement, no
asking a quick –but very necessary- question and waking up becomes harder by
which energy levels drop. Productivity hits a wall and I am left wondering if I can do
this. Did I choose the right programme? Am I enjoying this as much as I should?
Should I maybe switch studies?
After which I think that these are probably questions I ask myself either because I
have too much time sitting around, or as to explain to myself why I am not doing the
best I can.
But, you see, one thing vacant from these self-doubting questions is the pandemic. A
monumental shift in the way the world turns has taken place for months in a row, and
for months to come. The way we have to study has changed enormously, at least for
me. I notice myself tuning out way faster, and feeling like being in a weird hybrid
between an almost endless holiday and the constant pressure of assignments and
exams.
This results in me not being able to keep up with what needs to be done by when,
and me not being able to keep concentrated during those un-dynamic and
‘disconnected’ online lectures. It results in me looking at birds flying by or at the
beautiful sunset whilst attempting to make an online exam. And also in me forgetting
to check Nestor, or any other website or syllabus, every day what needs to be done
for what course at what time. Things simply slip through.
The studious mindset vanishes shortly after it finally came back. It is hard to take
university seriously this way.
But do not only hear it from me; also read what Nicole van der Knaap –psychologist
for PhD students at the TU/e- says about this in an article written by Cursor.tue:
“particularly motivational problems can also be seen for Dutch PhD students. At
home they experience more distraction and less structure, which makes it harder to
keep working." * And “if you notice that it does not go very well, it induces stress,
which only makes things worse. And behind the computer it is always easy to find a
distraction to relieve this enduring feeling of stress.” *
The BSA, right now, tests us for something it is not supposed to. When people do not
get their BSA this year, does that really mean they were not able to understand what
was being taught? Did they really not like the subject they chose? Or was the
distraction simply too much? Or were there more pressing (mental) issues? Does
this mean they would not successfully run the programme in pre- or post-pandemic
times? Or did they just not adapt to the pandemic in a way the university asked them
to?
A BSA in times of a pandemic measures the way students can adapt to the current
circumstances, which I believe is not something it was ever meant for.
The playing field has changed, but the rules have not.
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Anonymous - Biology
“It is very hard to get motivated for school because of the lockdown, and students
who are struggling with mental health issues have an even harder time to focus on
school.”

Philip - Industrial Engineering and Management
“The limited contact moments with other students, causes also that you are much
more isolated, which causes that you cannot ask someone else for help if you know
a little number of other students. This is not the case for me, but I can understand
this isolation has a significant impact on your mental health.
My father has heart disease and for him, it is a high risk to become very sick if gets
infected with Covid-19, so if there where lessons on-campus, you are always aware
to comply with the measures. However, you have also the fear to get infected , this
fear has not a positive effect on my learning experience.
If you have Covid symptoms, you are not able to join lessons, tutorials or even tests
on campus, which causes a delay in your study progress.
Most of the exams are at the moment online and the professors allow us to use the
book and notes because they cannot check it. However, this has the consequence
that the exams are made more difficult because of this. This higher level of tests may
lead, based on my and others experience to a lower or insufficient grade. While that
maybe wasn’t the case if the test was done on campus.
I know all employees of Rijksuniversiteit van Groningen is doing their best to give
education to all the students and it is for all of us a difficult situation. But is think there
are enough aspects which have a great impact on your study progress, so the BSA
causes more stress.”

Anonymous - Chemical Engeneering
“I find the BSA causes lots of unnecessary stress even without the pandemic (I
studied a different degree last year and switched for 2020-21). Hence, when the
corona crisis struck, that stress was elevated, not just for me, but for everyone I’ve
spoken to about it. The exams for courses this year (aside from 2 courses in
particular) have been held at a higher standard compared to previous years,
specifically molecules: structures & reactivity, and calculus for chemistry (which I did
not take but have only heard bad remarks). Along with that, the organization of the
year has been incredibly frustrating - exams still being held in person, preventing
people like me from seeing their family during Christmas. Having to worry about the
BSA does not make dealing with the consequences of COVID-19 easier, and not
having it would reduce the stress to a healthier level.”

Anonymous - Computing Science
“I am aware that this year has been hard on everyone, the University, the students
and while we know that the RUG is trying their best, I feel overwhelmed by the
amount of work we have to do (mainly inside, completely isolated). From a person
who has experienced anxiety, depression and panic attacks in the past, these past
few months haven’t been easy. Trying to maintain my mental health is kind of failing
which has led consequences in the first block where I failed 2 courses. The pressure
to pass the BSA is also a really big stress factor and if the university could drop it or
lower it, even with a few credits, I feel like that would help a lot of students.”
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Anonymous - Computing Science
“Now that I am through almost 2 blocks I find that it is really hard to stay focused and
motivated whilst spending most of my time in my room. During both blocks there was
a point when I started slipping and getting a bit behind the pace of the courses. Days
are really monotonous and it seems like life has lost its routine nature. It may seem
like the learning experience is the same as if it was in person but I really don't agree
with that. I miss going to school in person and getting help and asking questions in
person. It is also really useful to hear the questions/problems of others because I
might discover I also have troubles with the same topic. I know we had and still have
the chance to ask questions via email or on online lectures/ tutorials but somehow I
felt I ws alone with my questions and problems. In person communication provides
much bigger scope for making someone understand what I struggle with and
because of the better understanding, better help is provided. I loved when we had
some on-campus tutorials. Many of us moved here recently just before the start of
the semester. I also move dhere not long before the start of the semester but I had
limited chances to socialize, which resulted in being more on my own. Thank you for
listening to us and caring about how we feel. It really warms my heart.”

Anonymous - Biology
“Omdat er zo goed als niks on site is, is het heel lastig om motivatie te blijven
houden nu iedereen thuis zit. Verder vind ik dat er weinig verdere begeleiding/extra
opdrachten oid zijn om de motivatie op te krikken.”

Madhav - Artificial Intelligence
“Relatively well compared to other people I know. However, struggles during the
pandemic relating to stress and inability to focus is understandable.”

Anonymous - Computing Science
“Rather stressful, always being in a hurry for the physical exams (i don't have
accommodation yet so I stay over at friends when i have to be in town). It's an extra
stressor on top of the already existing situation…”

Anonymous - Computing Science
“Online lectures just don't provide the same depth as on campus/in person lectures.
I've been struggling with following along with the materials covered in lectures and
tutorials, which has also lead to a huge amount of stress. It's gotten to the point
where I'm seriously considering ignoring and failing 1 course to focus on the other 2
courses I have, as the workload is doubled when I practically have to teach myself
everything. I've also been thinking if it were better had I taken a gap year instead of
starting college education. I came here to learn, yet I'm more focused on getting the
ECTS points and it's suffocating my passion for programming.”

Anonymous - Biology
“I find the BSA to have a very negative impact on my studying. Studying at home,
alone has proven to be very difficult, it is stressful enough without having to reach a
certain amount of ects. For example, I'm missing ects already because I had covid
and couldn't attend the labdays. This adds even more pressure to the other courses.”

Leon - Pharmacy
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“My main issue with this year is that everything is jusy very confusing, and that there
is not enough communication between the university and its students. Every course
we need to wait on critical information about how the course will proceed, and this
severely hinders the learning process. Of course I understand that this is due to
corona and changing corona measurements, and I absolutely believe that the
university is doing it can to ensure the best education possible. I understand why the
education isnt optimal, but it still isnt optimal. And this affects me and all other
students. I hope the university also understands this and lowers the BSA”

David - Computing science
“I feel I’m not reaching my full potential being stuck at home. I find it very hard to
study and my will to find motivation is near non existent at this point. With the high
possibility that I’ll probably have to repeat first year after getting to a terrible start to
my uni life, I know for a fact I will improve with more of the work being on campus
rather than a laptop. I wake up at 8am and I’m stuck behind my desk looking at my
laptop for nearly 6 hours a day trying to focus on lectures that I can’t even follow. If
the BSA were to be taken away it would be a huge help to my mental stability and
everything else that’s going on around me at this time”

Anonymous - Industrial Engineering and Management
“In my opinion this university is a really difficult experience. We have to do a lot by
ourself and the online lectures are not always that good. But not only that, my
mentally it is especially hard. Lack of motivation and just feeling down are common
thing nowadays so it does not improve my performances.”

Anonymous - BSc Computing Science
“Ik heb al een stuk minder concentratie door het vele thuis zijn en we hebbben geen
een fysieke les gehad dus hierdoor ligt de druk heel hoog voor het halen van het bsa
en zorgt dit voor stress.”

Anonymous - Pharmacy
“Explanations are very bad and often not enough to get us through the exam. I
personally am missing 9 credits already because of plan chaos and not enough
explanation. It’s very difficult to get to the 45 credits even with a lot of studying. Of
course the demotivation and not being able to experience the fun in the study is a big
topic as well.”

Anonymous - Computing Science
“BSA has been an added stress during this time considering that not all courses
have transitioned smoothly to the online format . I already had 2 courses that were
impacted severely by this situation with last minute teacher changes and in some
cases very delayed grading and results , which led me to start the second block
without concrete knowledge of my situation.”

Anonymous - Computing Science
“It was hard not meeting my colleagues, but I studied on my own and I managed”

Anonymous - Computer Science
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“The BSA has been putting increased pressure on my studies paired with the
struggles of keeping up with class as it is online. I strive in a classroom/lecture room
environment, and online classes really does not work for me. I feel that I don't need
the BSA this year to tell me if I am fit for the class or not, which I can determine for
myself. It is something I can only deal with when I feel I am effectively able to work.”

Anonymous - Computing Science
“Since I need to get at least 45 ect point to continue my courses I can only fail 3 test
in total of the 4 blocks which means I have to have one block without insufficient
grades. Since I have never had a subject nearly related to this course (i did
highschool on a dutch LOOT school) I was quite overwhelmed with the amount of
work I had to do to get a 6.0. together with that everything is now online and that I
can't play my sport i have difficulty focussing on my tasks which caused that I was 2
weeks behind on schedule which I had to catch-up in the Christmas break since the
exams are 2 weeks after the break, because otherwise I fear of failing my courses.
Concluded I have been working non-stop in my room since October just because of
failing 1 course.”

Janne - AI
“I felt a lot of stress on me and since my mental heath has worsened since corona, I
was very glad that I did not needed to get my bsa last year.”

Stefani - Pharmacy
“It gives me a lot of stress.”

Ivan - Computing Science
“It's very difficult managing everything online and being isolated for so long
This really crushes you mental state after a while and people can feel demotivated
and very hard to study as had as in normal circumstances. I have put a great effort in
keeping my mental health in good condition and I feel like it's just that much more
difficult this year for everyone.”

Anonymous - Computing science
“Well, quite a experience it has been. It differed from being so tired that I couldn’t
focus on my work to well staying up at night. Problem was well the world is quite in a
predicament, sadly enough it is pretty hard to focus on something important when
well you just sitting in a cage at home. Not to spread the virus to others. I understand
the BSA is an important factor in determining if someone should proceed, but sadly I
am afraid I will probably not make it this year if the current situation will not improve.
With the current situation being the virus, but sadly the end does not seem to be in
sight.”
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Spatial Sciences

Anoniem - Human Geography and Planning
“I am personally struggling a lot with having the entire student life online. Not being
able to see other people in Uni and not having a fixed schedule made me depressed.
Especially the BSA is another stress factor which would relieve a lot of stress from
the students, if postponed. That would make life in these hard times a little bit better
and especially easier.”

Anonymous - Spatial Planning and Design
“Because of the corona measurements of online school, it is a lot harder to focus and
get a good quality of education. Especially courses where you have to do practical
assignments and education. Also the courses with which I struggle, it makes it
harder because you have to do everything on your own, from behind your laptop. In
my opinion it makes it a lot harder to pass some courses and it makes it more
difficult to get the points for the BSA. Especially in these corona times, it’s harder to
focus on your study because of the impacts of the corona virus.”

Victor - Spatial Planning and Design
“The BSA give me some stress in the first period. Because sometimes I was
struggling with the course materials without having a conversation with fellow
students, so I had no I idea if the struggles were normal. I really like my bachelor, so
getting negative BSA made me stress out. I think I've had more stress due to
distance to the University and people who could help me out with that.”

Anonymous - Spatial Planning and Design
“It puts the focus more on getting your points instead of really learning something
from it”

Anonymous - Spatial Planning and Design
“Lots of students are having trouble with the courses being fully online and the same
goes for me too. It is very difficult to create a routine to make the studying go
smoother. The BSA definitely adds pressure on that. I am already struggling to
create a routine to help me study and I know that I have to pass everything if I want
the propedeuse. Right now, I don't have enough points for that. I think that the BSA
definitely adds more  pressure to the students in an already difficult time.”

Iris - Spatial Planning and Design
This year I don't really have any issues with the BSA as my studies are going really
well. However, 4 years ago I had severe mental health issues which caused me to
not obtain my BSA at the University College (which was 60EC). Even Though I got
an exemption, it really caused a lot of stress so I dropped out. We need to teach
students that they have time, that they don't need to rush through college. This will
give us much more space in our heads to actually think properly and let the
knowledge sink in!
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Rem - Human Geography & Urban and Regional Planning
“Ik schrijf het even in het Nederlands zodat ik het beter kan verwoorden. Dit
studiejaar zou top moeten worden, nieuwe mensen leren kennen, leuke studie en
een hoop leuke activiteiten rondom de studie. Echter is de werkelijkheid anders en
zitten wij als studenten eenzaam op onze kamers of thuis. Ik heb weinig mensen
leren kennen en thuis achter de laptop kan ik mij maar moeilijk concentreren. Ik zou
graag weer naar school willen en fanatiek de lessen volgen. Hier op mijn kamer lukt
dat niet en zit ik tegen het depressieve aan en haal amper mijn tentamens. Niet
omdat ik de studie niet leuk vindt en niet wil, maar door de hele klote situatie word ik
volledig beïnvloed wat dus ook mijn school prestaties vermindert. Ik vraag daarom
de BSA norm te heroverwegen en studenten zoals ik een betere kans te geven om
ons volgend jaar, als alles hopelijk weer normaal is te laten bewijzen dat we het wel
degelijk kunnen en hierbij dus weinig tot geen studie vertraging op te lopen.”

Anonymous - Spatial Planning and Design
“Because of the online school program, I find it way harder to keep up with the
material this year. Especially with subjects I struggle with like maths and economics,
it is more difficult because you basically have to get through the material on your
own. Asking questions through email is different than asking questions in real life
lessons. I also think that it is more difficult to focus during online lectures than in real
life, because there isn't really interaction with the teachers. Therefore the quality of
education has decreased and it is way harder to pass the BSA.”

Lisa - Human Geography and Planning
“I find it quite stressful to make sure to get my points in order to get the BSA.
Studying can be quite hard when doing it completely on your own without having
contact with other students about both school as your studylife. I think it is fair in this
exceptional situation to act accordingly and to postpone the BSA to give students a
little more space.”

Anonymous - Spatial Planning and Design
“I find it quite stressful, its your first year and with corona a lot of pressure is put on
students. With corona and all concentration has been hard to find. Corona it self is
already stressful enough and then we also have to worry about the bsa. Wich i find
unfair anyways because maybe it is just the situation that you are in that you can’t
make it, like now with corona. Students have more things to worry about than their
bsa, but the bsa is made too important in my opinion.”

Marten - Human Geography and Planning
“none, tbh I'm not too sure what has been communicated about the BSA this year”

Anonymous - Human Geography and Planning
“My mental health has never been optimal, and I knew that the BSA would definitely
be a stressful part. But due to covid-19 my mental health has been declining just as
most people. I now have probably already failed a course because I felt too
depressed to study for the re sit exam (my grade was a 5.3 so I even almost got it)
and now imagining that I pretty much can’t fail any other course for the rest of the
year gives me an intense amount of stress. I don’t agree with getting rid of the BSA,
but rather adjusting it to these already stressful times (just like what happened last
year for many courses and universities)”
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Anonymous - Human Geography and Urban Planning
“I have been struggling with my studies since the beginning of the academic year on
early September. The recent resurgence of COVID has resulted in all of my classes
being taught online, but even with classes done partially in-person earlier this year, it
is still far from feasible conditions, as such learning the necessary materials has not
been very easy for me due to the lack of connection with the professors and fellow
students, which has been hindering my personal learning. It is also worth mentioning
that the online classroom has created a really tough situation for me and others due
to toxic behaviors and languages from numbers of students in the group chats,
especially during large lectures, which discourages student engagement and
prevented me from properly interacting with the lecturer. Also that the pressure on
the Wi-Fi in student housing due to massive increase of demand and general
inability to seek other places for study on or off campus has contributed considerably
to my decline in grades and work quality in these trying times. There was once that
my Wi-Fi went down during the exam and the professors refuse to offer me
compensation by citing that the university is not liable for technical problems that is
not from themselves according to the policy, further hurting my grades. Aside from
COVID-related circumstances, I was assigned to a learning group with severe
imbalance between internationals and Dutch-speaking students, resulting me often
being left behind in group assignments as I am unable to keep up between
conversations in Dutch.”

Heleen - Spatial planning and design
“The lectures online are quite boring because the lack of interaction with felis
students. I personally don’t feel much stress about the BSA”

Giacomo - Human Geography and Urban and Regional Planning
“This year has been one of the most stressful years in recent memory, certainly in
my own life. Trying to manage the transition to a new country during Corona has
been very difficult. Experiencing college as it is meant to be is not possible and so
finding motivation to work is much harder. The BSA is a further stress in an already
exceptionally difficult year.”
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Theology and Religious Studies

Maartje - Theologie
“Ik wil heel graag mijn bsa halen en dat levert veel stress, naast dat er in het eerste
jaar al veel op je af komt. Hoe werkt de universiteit? Hoe regel ik alles zelf op
kamers? En dan steeds dat bsa, dat maar in je nek zit te hijgen. Want als ik niet mijn
bsa haal, moet ik stoppen met de studie, wat ik echt verschrikkelijk zou vinden, want
ik vind het een hele leuke studie. Ik kan me geen andere studie voor stellen om te
doen.”

Anoniem - Theologie
“The only thing the BSA has given me this year is a lot of stress. Going to a
university is already a big change and everything works differently compared with
VWO. I already experienced a couple of times the effects of the work pressure in my
physical and mental health. Most of the time the impact comes after a period of a lot
of stress. BSA is one of the causes of this stress. I hope, certainly in these crazy
times, that through this form, so many students can have a less stressful time in
2021.”

Rojan - Theologie
“Het gaat op dit moment nog redelijk goed, maar ik voel de druk erg. In mijn studie is
het al sowieso wat lastiger, omdat een aantal vakken eisen dat je het andere vak
haalt. Dit jaar wordt het niet makkelijker gemaakt, je kunt namelijk geen hulp krijgen
van andere studenten. Samen studeren of elkaar helpen is erg moeilijk en ook niet
voor ieder vak een optie. Ook de continue onzekerheid wat corona gaat doen, maakt
studeren niet makkelijker. voordat je het weet zit je weer thuis, of moet je (in mijn
geval) van huis naar faculteit op en neer racen om maar online/fysieke colleges te
kunnen volgen. Ik mag niet eens klagen, ik zie de een na de andere student
bezwijken door de druk van het BSA gecombineerd met te kort aan sociaal contact.
Doordat ook veel leuke dingen wegvallen, is ruimte voor afleiding en ontspanning
ook weinig. Mijn faculteit probeert ons zoveel mogelijk te helpen, maar ook aan hun
kunnen zit een grens. (Maar eerlijk is eerlijk, onze faculteit en docenten leveren wel
topwerk! Zijn wij ook met weinig en dat kan helpen. Studieadviseur en
studentenmentoren kunnen nauwer contact met ons houden Wij hebben daardoor
nog wel aardig wat fysieke college's ). Maar nu met de zwaardere lockdown zijn we
de fysieke contacturen kwijt.”

Nathan - Theology
“Kinda stressful, for Hebrew we need to pass Hebrew 1 in order to take the exam for
Hebrew 2. And you need to pass Hebrew 2 in order to take the exam for exegesis
Old Testament. This means if you don't pass Hebrew 1 you can basically forget
about getting your BSA for year 1, because you can then only get 37.5 points. That
is not enough. In conclusion, if you don't pass Hebrew 1 you can quit your study
because you won't make it. Luckily I made it but it stressed me out so much. But if i
don't pass Hebrew 2 I still don't have excess to the exam of Exegesis Old Testament.
Then the pressure is still on because I have to pass all my other classes to be able
to continue with this study. I love this study but sometimes I'm scared I have to quit
because I'm not very good at learning languages and in year 1 that's kind of a
problem as explained above”
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Anonymous - Religious studies
“So, in corona times I feel, as a first year student, completely disconnected from the
studies, the faculty, the university. I experience a complete lack of motivation and
overall lack of finding the 'fun' in the studying. It all feels like 'moetjes', or obligatory
things (of course it's always obligatory, but I mean that the fun and exciting part is
completely taken out of it). The BSA would put even more pressure on students like
me and would further decrease the motivation. Please erase the BSA from this year
as we try to erase this year from our minds as well. Our whole first year at university
is taken away from us. Please don't make it any harder, we're trying so hard already.
Thank you, and hopefully our second year will be a way, way better one.”

Bouwe - Religious studies
“I find IT stressful and unhelpful given the covid circumstances.”
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University College Groningen

Anonymous - Liberal Arts and Sciences
“I found out about BSA a few months ago and at first I was alright with it as I didn't
feel the pressure of the BSA. However, now I feel pressured more than ever
considering we're going fully online for a couple weeks. I feel as if it's not fair to
expect from us students to be doing well when we have this pressure of meeting the
requirements during a global pandemic. Online school is very hard because it's
harder to focus, discussions rarely happen as we are too shy to put on cameras and
mics and we don't get to interact with others. We are stuck in the same space for a
long period of time whilst also trying to take care of our mental health. We also need
to think about food, our room, socializing with other students as best as we can
virtually etc. The BSA is definitely pressuring us and adding onto unnecessary
weight. The global pandemic is not the students fault and we are doing the best we
can with the situation we're in.”

Jana - Liberal Arts and Sciences
“It is currently going well, grade wise. However, I feel like it could have been a lot
better without COVID. Everything is becoming a blur and The struggle of focusing is
becoming bigger and bigger. I am afraid to reach the credits to have a passing BSA
at the end.”

Paula - Liberal Arts and Sciences
“I do encounter difficulties due to the online class, such as a bad internet connecting.
I think it would be good to lower the bsa. Online class increases stress levels
amongst students already a lot, maybe lowering the bsa could decrease stress a bit.
And I think its fair, online class is not as good as a physical one.”

Anonymous - Liberal Arts and Sciences
“I have found that it can be hard to organize and execute group projects when the
only option is often to do it online. Mentally I am generally alright, although it is quite
frustrating especially now after the holidays that many friends are staying at home,
which of course has a negative impact in the mental state and renders me less
productive. Without offline lessons, the days sometimes seem to have no real
structure.”

Anonymous - Liberal Arts and Sciences
“I'm new to this system, so I do not have too much experience with it, but it's
definitely stressful that I have to pass all my courses to get a positive BSA. This
school year has already been stressful, and the pandemic caused quite a lot of
troubles regarding (but not limited to) academic work. I very much think that easing
the restrictions of the BSA would be beneficial to many of the students at the RUG.
Does it seem like an easy way out? Maybe. However, we have also seen many
examples around us lately of how the special circumstances require adaptation,
flexibility and special solutions.”
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Dylan - Liberal Arts and Sciences
“Because of the high attendance requirement for my course with less than 80%
constituting a fail, it is essential that I attend nearly every lesson/lecture. I became ill
from the virus early on in the semester while I was still trying to figure everything out,
that and the stress that comes from being quarantined, made it so that my grades
dropped to a lower level than I would have hoped. I did notify my professors of this
and they kindly gave me extensions and excused a few lessons of my absence.
However, after I recovered from the direct effects of the virus, I believe my work
quality and motivation dropped for a short but significant amount of time, leading me
to stupidly miss a few lessons. I now see that this was partly due to my environment,
all 9 of my 'Unit mates' had left for home to quarantine at that point. I do not know
now if I am at risk of losing my place at the University but I am concerned that, as I
am sure many others have had the same experience due to high COVID numbers in
student populations, some students may be given BSA that would otherwise not be
given if this pandemic never happened.”
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